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Abstract

After an intense femtosecond-laser excitation extreme non-equilibrium conditions

are induced in materials. The high photon density in such an ultrashort-laser pulse in-

teracts directly with the electronic system of the material. By absorbing the photon en-

ergy the electrons are excited in high energy states, where they form a non-equilibrium

distribution shortly after the excitation. Due to fast electron-electron scattering and

cascading processes equilibrates the electronic system within several femtoseconds to

a common temperature of several thousand K. In contrast, the much heavier ionic

systems remains unaffected near room temperature after the excitation. This highly

non-equilibrium state between ions and electrons induces new ultrafast phenomena, in

which the ions follow atomic pathways that are not accessible under thermodynamic

conditions. In particular, the changed interatomic bonding due to the dramatic re-

distribution of the electronic system after a femtosecond-laser pulse causes these new

phenomena. Induced phenomena are, e.g., coherent phonons, solid-to-solid phase tran-

sitions, thermal phonon squeezing, and nonthermal melting.

In this work we analyzed the structural response of solids after femtosecond-laser-

pulse excitation, by performing ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of laser-

excited silicon and antimony using our Code for Highly excIted Valence Electron Sys-

tems (CHIVES). It is an electronic-temperature-dependent density-functional-theory

code, which high computational performance allows to treat the largest used ab ini-

tio supercells so far containing up to 1200 silicon atoms and 1440 antimony atoms,

respectively.

In particular, we unraveled the over 30 years existing mystery of the underlying

atomic pathways during laser-induced nonthermal melting. Our results indicate that

the atoms undergo three different stages of atomic motion in the excitation regime of

non-reversible structural changes. Those melting stages are independent on the laser

excitation strength. First, the atoms are accelerated due to the laser-changed inter-

atomic bonding, which is characteristic for a super diffusive atomic behavior. Second,

the increasing scattering rate of atoms that were not nearest neighbours decelerates

the atomic motion, the atoms move fractionally diffusive, which is a behavior that has

never been reported in solids before. Third, the atoms behave diffusively, like in a

liquid, after the scattering rate saturates.

Furthermore, the obtained results on laser-excited silicon were used to relate micro-

scopic signatures of nonthermal melting to experimentally accessible quantities, like,

decaying Bragg peak intensities, the total structure function, diffuse scattering, or the

pair-correlation function. Our findings give practical indications to distinguish non-

thermal melting from thermally driven phenomena in experiments.
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The large used supercells allowed to additionally investigate nonthermal melting in

reciprocal space. With those results, we were enabled to identify the important phonon

modes that cause predominantly nonthermal melting. Furthermore, we studied the

existence of a fundamental speed limit of nonthermal melting in silicon and antimony

at very high excitation densities. The obtained results give reasonable indications for

a fundamental speed limit present in both materials.

The combination of our findings on the microscopic nonthermal melting process

enabled us to propose a control scheme, that induces a different structural response

of the silicon crystal at an excitation density that normally would cause nonthermal

melting. We found that the structural response can be controlled by light, if an in-

termediate state is used that shows predominantly thermal phonon squeezing. The

proposed control scheme reduces the structure factor intensity decay after an intense

femtosecond-laser excitation by almost 54 % compared to a single excitation to the

same excitation level.

In addition, we could identify coherent and incoherent electron-phonon scattering

in moderate laser-excited antimony by combining experimental results obtained by

L. Waldecker and coworkers, our ab initio molecular-dynamics simulations, and the ab

initio computed electron-phonon coupling strength from F. H. Valencia. As a results we

found that the incoherent electron-phonon coupling is insufficient explained by a Two-

Temperature Model that considers an unified energy transfer between electrons and

ions. Therefore, an approach that accounts at least for a different coupling strength for

acoustic and optical phonons is needed in order to describe incoherent energy transfer

properly.

Finally, we studied ultrafast phenomena near a surface by performing the first ab

initio simulations on laser-excited thin film silicon. We found that the film expansion,

in particular the ensuing pressure release, stabilizes the crystalline structure against

intense femtosecond-laser excitations. Furthermore, we found that the nonthermal

melting process starts in the thin film center, although it is supposed to start at the

surface due to the less bounded surface atoms.



Zusammenfassung

Nach einer intensiven Femtosekundenlaseranregung werden extreme Nichtgleich-

gewichtszustände in Materialien induziert. Die hohe Photonendichte in solch einem

ultrakurzen Laserpuls interagiert direkt mit dem elektronischen System des Materials.

Durch Absorbieren der Photonenenergie werden die Elektronen in energetisch höhere

Zustände angeregt, wo sie kurz nach der Anregung eine Nichtgleichgewichtsverteilung

bilden. Durch schnelle Elektron-Elektron Stoß- und Kaskadenprozesse gleicht sich das

elektronische System innerhalb weniger Femtosekunden einer gemeinsamen Temper-

atur von einigen tausend K an. Im Gegensatz dazu bleibt das schwerere ionische

System nach der Anregung unbeeinträchtigt nahe der Raumtemperatur. Dieser ex-

treme Nichtgleichgewichtszustand zwischen Ionen und Elektronen verursacht neue ul-

traschnelle Phänomene, bei welchenn die Ionen atomaren Pfaden folgen, welche unter

thermodynamischen Bedingen nicht erreichbar wären. Im Speziellen verursacht die

durch das umverteilte Elektronensystem veränderte interatomare Bindung die neuen

Phänomene. Induzierte Phänomene sind zum Beispiel kohärente Phononen, fest-zu-fest

Phasenübergänge, thermisches Phononen squeezing und nichtthermisches Schmelzen.

In dieser Arbeit haben wir die strukturelle Reaktion von Festkörpern nach einer

Femtosekundenlaseranregung analysiert, indem wir ab initio Molekular Dynamik Sim-

ulationen für laserangeregtes Silizium und Antimon mit unserem Code for Highly ex-

cIted Valence Electron Systems (CHIVES) durchgeführt haben. Dieser ist ein elektro-

nentemperaturabhängiger Dichtefunktionaltheorie Code, der es aufgrund seiner guten

Computerleistung erlaubt, die bisher größten ab initio Superzellen mit bis zu 1200

Siliziumatomen und 1440 Antimonatomen zu benutzen.

Im Einzelnen haben wir das seit über 30 Jahren existierende Mysterium der zugrun-

deliegenden atomaren Pfade während laserinduziertem nichtthermischen Schmelzens

enträtselt. Unsere Resultate zeigen, dass die Atome in der Anregungsregion von

nichtreversiblen Prozessen drei verschiedene Stadien der Atomarbewegung durchlaufen.

Diese Schmelzstadien sind nicht abhängig von der Laseranregungstärke. Zuerst werden

die Atome durch die veränderten Bindungsverhältnisse beschleunigt, was charakteris-

tisch für eine superdiffusive Bewegung ist. Zweitens, durch die steigende Stoßrate von

Atomen, die nicht nächste Nachbarn waren, wird die Atombewegung abgebremst. Die

Atome bewegen sich nun gebrochen diffusiv. Ein Verhalten, von dem noch nie zuvor

in Festkörpern berichtet wurde. Drittens, die Atome verhalten sich diffusiv nachdem

die Stoßrate gesättigt ist, ähnlich wie in einer Flüssigkeit.

Desweiteren wurden die gefunden Resultate in laserangeregtem Silizium benutzt

um die mikroskopischen Signaturen des nichtthermischen Schmelzens in Verbindung zu

experimentell erreichbaren Größen wie, z.B., abklingenden Bragg Peak Intensitäten, der
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kompletten Strukturfunktion, Diffuse Scattering oder der Paarkorrelationsfunktion zu

bringen. Unsere Ergebnisse geben praktische Hinweise, um nichtthermisches Schmelzen

von thermisch motivierten Phänomenen zu unterscheiden.

Die großen, benutzten Superzellen erlaubten zusätzlich das nichtthermische Schmel-

zen im reziproken Raum zu erforschen. Mit diesen Ergebnissen wurde es uns möglich die

Phononenmoden zu identifizieren, die hauptsächlich für das nichtthermische Schmelzen

verantwortlich sind. Desweiteren haben wir die Existenz einer fundamentalen Ge-

schwindigkeitsbegrenzung für das nichtthermische Schmelzen in Silizium und Anti-

mon bei sehr hohen Anregungsdichten untersucht. Die gefundenen Resultate geben

begründete Hinweise für solch eine Geschwindigkeitsbegrenzung in beiden Materialien.

Die Kombination unserer Ergebnisse zum mikroskopisch nichtthermischen Schmel-

zen erlaubte uns ein Kontrollschema vorzuschlagen, dass bei einer Anregungstärke,

die normalerweise nichtthermisches Schmelzen hervorruft, eine unterschiedliche struk-

turelle Reaktion des Siliziumkristalls induziert. Wir haben gefunden, dass die struk-

turelle Reaktion kontrolliert werden kann, wenn ein Zwischenzustand eingeführt wird,

welcher hauptsächlich thermisches Phononensqueezing zeigt. Das vorgeschlagene Kon-

trollschema reduziert den Intensitätsabfall des Strukturfaktors nach einer intensiven

Femtosekundenlaseranregung um fast 54 % im Vergleich zu einer Einfachanregung zu

dem selben Anregungslevel.

Darüber hinaus konnten wir kohärente und inkohärente Elektronen-Phononen-

Kopplung in mäßig angeregtem Antimon identifizieren, indem wir experimentelle Re-

sultate, welche von L. Waldecker und Kollegen erlangt wurden und unsere ab ini-

tio Molekulardynamik Simulationen sowie die ab initio berechnete Elektron-Phonon-

Kopplungsstärke von F. H. Valencia kombinierten. Als Resultat haben wir gefun-

den, dass die inkohäerente Elektron-Phonon-Kopplung nicht zufriedenstellend durch

ein Zwei-Temperaturen-Modell beschrieben werden kann, welches annimmt, dass der

Energietransfer zwischen den Elektronen und den Ionen einheitlich ist. Daher wird

zumindest eine Herangehensweise benötigt, die eine unterschiedliche Kopplungsstärke

für akustische und optische Phononen berücksichtigt, um inkohäherenten Energieaus-

tausch gut zu beschreiben.

Zum Schluss haben wir ultraschnelle Phänomene in der Nähe einer Oberfläche un-

tersucht, indem wir die ersten ab initio Simulationen von laserangeregten dünnen Siliz-

iumfilmen durchgeführt haben. Wir haben gefunden, dass die Filmexpansion, insbeson-

dere aber die darauffolgende Druckfreigabe, die kristalline Struktur gegenüber inten-

siven Femtosekundenlaseranregungen stabilisiert. Außerdem haben wir gefunden, dass

der nichtthermische Schmelzprozess in der Filmmitte startet, obwohl er vermeintlich

an der Oberfläche starten sollte, da dort die Atome weniger stark gebunden sind.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Throughout the history of natural sciences light-matter interactions played an impor-

tant role for the progress of understanding nature. For instance, essential insights into

the entity of natural light sources, like, its composition, were gathered within the 17th

century by refraction experiments at, e.g., glass prisms. Another important and promi-

nent example is the photoelectric effect. It enriched both, the scientific description of

light and the knowledge about the structure of matter. Additionally, it marks the

connection between optics, material science and electronics. Its consequences are still

present in our days. In this line of discoveries a new light source was developed in the

60s of the last century that started a remarkable success story. It is based on Light

Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation and is therefore named LASER.

The high coherence and the high intensities reached with this new technique are just

two reasons that made it quickly attractive for scientists in various fields. A lot of sci-

entific achievements and discoveries could be realized that were not reachable before.

This success aroused the interest to use these techniques for industrial purposes, like,

cutting and drilling of metals. Nowadays lasers are used in various branches of our

daily life, like, medicine, telecommunication, and entertainment systems.

Besides using laser light in continuous wave mode, short laser pulses were used in

experiments. The first attempts were based on mechanical shutters that were used

to cut the continuous laser beam into shorter pulses. In order to create even shorter

pulses their production process was dramatically changed. Instead of cutting a con-

tinuous laser beam into short pulses they were created within the cavity. Q and gain

switching methods were developed that enabled to produce trustworthy nano to pi-

cosecond pulses, if they were applied properly. For even shorter pulses a gain medium

is needed, which allows to excite a broad spectral range by the pumping source. The

so emitted broad photon spectrum has no intrinsic phase relation by default, but could

be synchronized by the effect of mode locking. This produces an oscillating ultrashort
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wave packet within the cavity. Amplified by every round through the gain medium

ultrashort high intensity pulses could be achieved. With the ongoing process in this

field it became recently possible to create pulse durations of a few fs. [1]

These ultrashort laser-pulse durations affected and enriched in the last decades

the scientific field of laser-matter interactions tremendously. Available pulse durations

equal or shorter than timescales of typical atomic motions in molecules and solids

allowed to follow, manipulate or even control structural changes after femtosecond-

laser excitation. Besides structure modelling, femtosecond-laser pulses became also an

ideal tool to address and model additional material properties, like, optical properties,

electronic properties, and magnetization. The literature record of femtosecond-laser

experiments and theoretical works within this field showed that these ultrashort pulses

can successfully unravel fundamental questions in solid-state physics and light-matter

interaction. Furthermore, they can be used to create new effects in matter, and are

applicable to industrial relevant purposes.

The production process of femtosecond-laser pulses allows to generate very intense

pulses with a high density of photons, which is much larger than in continuous wave

mode. When a solid system is excited by such an intense femtosecond-laser pulse, the

photons interact directly with the electronic system. In particular, electrons absorb the

photon energy and are excited into higher level states. As a consequence the electrons

gain a lot of kinetic energy by the excitation and end up in a non-equilibrium distribu-

tion after the pulse. However, in many materials the electronic system thermalizes on a

very short timescale, e.g., few fs, since the electron collision effects, like, Auger recombi-

nation and impact ionization, are rather fast processes. [2–4] Although, it is important

to keep these electronic effects during and directly after the excitation in mind and

to discuss their impact on laser-induced structural changes, it is reasonable in a first

attempt to assume an equilibrated electronic system described by a common electronic

temperature and the corresponding Fermi-Dirac distribution. However, the short pulse

duration, in which the energy is deposited into the material, is way to fast that the much

heavier ionic system can respond to it directly. Consequently, the material is shortly af-

ter the excitation in a state that consists of electrons and holes at several ten thousand

K, whereas the ionic system remains close to room temperature. The highly excited

electrons after a femtosecond-laser excitation change dramatically the ionic bonding

properties within the solid. Theoretically the interatomic bonding is represented by a

potential energy surface, which should contain the changes due to highly excited elec-

trons. Such interatomic bonding changes allow atomic pathways that are forbidden

or at least are not reachable in thermal equilibrium. Therefore, most of the above

listed advantages of femtosecond-laser pulses can be attributed to this laser-induced

highly nonthermal state. The lifetime of such state mainly depends on the incoherent

electron-phonon coupling strength. It describes the heating of the lattice and the cor-
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responding cooling of the electrons due to direct energy transfer. The strength of this

coupling is indicated by the electron-phonon coupling relaxation time τel−ph. Several

theories are available that allow to compute τel−ph for a variety of materials. However,

most of these theories provide a rather rough estimate for the electron-phonon coupling

strength in the laser-excited state. Especially, if the electronic system is approximated

to couple equally to the phonons, which is not true in most of the cases, in particular,

in silicon. Computations that contain all important microscopic processes quickly be-

come computational consuming and need a high level of expertise, which makes these

computations very rare. The dependence of the electron-phonon interaction on the

laser-excitation density requires a lot of additional computations at different excitation

intensities. Anyway, in various materials, like, Si, Bi, Ge, Au, and InSb nonthermal

driven phenomena could experimentally be observed. Those effects involve, e.g., bond

softening, [5] bond hardening, [6,7] coherent phonons, [1,8–11] thermal phonon squeez-

ing, [12,13] solid-to-solid phase transitions, [14–19] nonthermal melting, [20–31] ripple

formation, [32–34] and magnetic transitions. [35, 36] This indicates that for these ma-

terials the incoherent electron-phonon coupling strength is sufficiently low in the first

steps of the structural response to femtosecond-laser excitations. Given the fact, that

we did not have the expertise to calculate the electron-phonon coupling strength on

our own during this thesis, the lack of trustful electron-phonon coupling strengths for

laser-excited silicon in literature, and the indication of nonthermal driven phenomena

in experiments, we will concentrate in this work on the nonthermal nature of structural

changes induced by femtosecond-lasers.

Although, those effects could be seen in various highly accurate time-resolved exper-

iments using ultrashort XUV or electron pulses, their underlying atomistic mechanisms

often remain unclear or are heavily discussed. In particular the laser induced nonther-

mal melting, which is essentially different than melting in thermal equilibrium where

the absorbed energy is distributed within the material among all available degrees of

freedom, that means electrons and ions. Here, as already said above, the absorbed

energy is mainly deposited in the electronic system, whereas the ions do not gain any

energy directly from the excitation. Beginning with the works by Van Vechten et

al. [37, 38] on silicon,the fast disordering process of the crystalline structure after in-

tense ultrashort-laser pulses was attributed to nonthermal contributions. After intense

research the nonthermal nature of this ultrafast structure loss was accepted within the

community, as is evident from the fact that the term nonthermal melting is used as

synonym for this effect. Furthermore, it was shown that the molten, liquid state after

femtosecond-laser excitation differs from the thermally molten liquid state by different

coordination numbers and different strengths of covalent bonding effects. [39] But the

atomistic mechanism stayed obscure and was interpreted in the past by contradicting

theories. For instance, the experimental results obtained by time-resolved x-ray diffrac-
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tion experiments of A. Lindenberg et al., [40] and the very recent obtained findings by

T. Pardini et al., [41] are interpreted by an inertial atomic model. Characteristic for

this theory approach is that the interatomic interactions are totally switched off by the

laser. The complex interatomic bonding within a solid can theoretically be represented

by a multidimensional potential energy surface. Using this picture for the interatomic

bonding, the inertial model would correspond to a flat potential energy surface imme-

diately after the excitation. As a consequence the ions move on this flat energy surface

with their initial velocity without interacting and scattering with other ions. In contrast

to this physical picture are the experimental findings of M. Harb et al., [29] gained by

time-resolved electron diffraction. They support a physical picture that is dominated

by a diffusive ionic motion directly after the laser-pulse, meaning, that the ions start

to frequently scatter with each other immediately after the excitation, like, in a liquid

phase. To make the situation even more confusing, theoretical approaches predicted

an accelerated ionic motion on the laser-excited potential energy surface. [6, 42, 43]

This ionic motion then became faster or slower than in the harmonic approximation,

if selected phonon-phonon interactions or potential anharmonicities were additionally

taken into account, respectively. [44, 45]

We took these different interpretations for the laser-induced nonthermal melting

process as motivation and starting point for this work. We hope that our theo-

retical gained observations could help to clarify the atomistic picture after intense

femtosecond-laser excitation.

In the past many theoretical models were used to describe laser-induced phenomena

in solid systems. In the beginning of this field the consequences in the material after an

intense femtosecond-laser excitations were modelled on the basis of microscopic con-

siderations [38]. Thereafter, the electronic system of the solid was described by model

Hamiltonians based on, e.g., tight-binding theory. With this approach molecular-

dynamics simulations became possible, which enabled to unravel many laser-induced

nonthermal effects. [5, 46–49] With increasing computation resources ab initio calcu-

lations became more and more practical. Although, in the beginning mainly static

computations were reasonable and therefore state-of-the art. [4,45] In the year 1996 P.

L. Silvestrelli and coworkers published the first work using ab initio molecular dynam-

ics simulations to describe laser-excited silicon. [39] Due to the computer performance

by that time and the use of a very computation consuming basis set for the electronic

system the obtained results for a supercell containing 64 atoms is remarkable. However,

it is a rather small cell, which is susceptible to finite size effects.

In order to unravel the ionic pathways during nonthermal melting we followed

this path of previous works on ab initio calculations of highly laser-excited solids.

[5, 6, 13, 39, 44, 45, 50–56] In this sense, we used our in-house Code for Highly excIted
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Valence Electron Systems (CHIVES) to perform parameter free molecular dynamics

simulations on the largest used ab initio supercells used so far. Supercells containing

up to 1200 atoms are reasonable, which allows to reduce finite size effects and to study

quantities where size matters, like, the time evolution of the structure function during

nonthermal melting. Reason for this ability is that CHIVES is a density functional

theory code, which is about two orders of magnitude faster for materials in a non-

symmetric or disordered state than prestigious commercial codes, but at the same level

of accuracy. Besides the computation of larger systems, this enables us to perform a

statistically relevant number of simulation runs in order to provide profound results.

Here, we performed ab initio molecular dynamics simulations for laser-excitations of

silicon and antimony above the nonthermal melting threshold, inducing non-reversible

structural effects. Analyzing the obtained data we could resolve the atomic pathways

during nonthermal melting.

At a laser intensity that induces nonthermal melting our results indicate that in

silicon the ions pass three different stages independent on the laser-excitation strength

above the nonthermal melting threshold, namely, super diffusive, fractional diffusive,

and diffusive motion. [ZKZ13] (See Sec. 3.2) Super diffusive motion describes the ac-

celerated ionic motion on the laser-changed potential energy surface directly after the

excitation. This motion becomes decelerated due to a raising scattering rate, which in-

duces an atomic behavior never seen in solids before, namely, fractional diffusion (See

Sec. 3.2). The ions move fractionally diffusive until the scattering rate is saturated

and the ions move diffusive. A comparative study on isostructural elemental crystals

in a collaboration with the group of B. Rethfeld showed that this nonthermal melt-

ing process applies to all bond softened materials after femtosecond-laser excitation.

[KZR15] With the gained knowledge about the atomic pathways during nonthermal

melting it became possible for us to indicate experimentally accessible signatures of

nonthermal melting that will help to distinguish nonthermal from ordinary thermal

melting in experiments. [ZZK15] (See Sec. 3.3) Following this line, we examined the

quasi-momentum space image during nonthermal melting. [ZZG16] (See Sec. 3.4) Here,

the large supercells provide close points in reciprocal space that allowed to study the

energy flow in the phononic system and the diffuse scattering behavior of the material

after very intense ultrashort-laser pulses. Inspired by the amazingly fast disordering

times in Bi reported by Ref. [30], we studied the possibility of a physical time-limit

for nonthermal melting as a function of the laser-intensity in silicon and antimony.

(See Sec. 4) Founded of the previously gained knowledge about nonthermal melting

we followed the idea of a possible control mechanism that allows to create a structural

response different from melting at the same level of excitation. In thermodynamic

equilibrium melting is a stochastic process, which makes it, in principle, physically

impossible to control the output of such effect. Our performed ab initio molecular
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dynamics simulations indicate that in the laser-induced nonthermal case it is possible

to control the structural response by light. Reason for this are coherences that emerge

through thermal phonon squeezing at excitation strengths below the melting barrier,

which could be used to control atomic pathways on a laser-changed potential energy

surface that actually preferred melting. [ZZK19b] (See Sec. 5)

During a collaboration with the groups of R. Ernstorfer and F. H. Valencia we

provided theoretical support to measurements on the laser-excited coherent A1g mode.

In the combination of theory and experiment we were able to separate coherent from

incoherent structural dynamics, in particular, we could approximate the incoherent

electron-phonon coupling in antimony. [WVB17] (See Sec. 6)

We like to note, that all the above listed achievements were studied in bulk silicon

and antimony, respectively. Enabled by the progress of CHIVES we performed also

molecular dynamics simulations of intense laser-excited thin silicon films. Our interest

was to study the impact of a broken symmetry at the surface on nonthermal melting

and thermal phonon squeezing. [ZZG19a] (See Sec. 7)

After a brief introduction into the underlying theory, I will discuss the main used

program CHIVES. Thereafter, I will present more detailed views on the obtained find-

ings listed within the last paragraphs.
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Theory

The theoretical description of a solid system excited by an ultrashort-laser excitation

and the simulation of the ensuing structural response to it is a challenging task. On the

one hand an accurate theory for the many-body system of a solid is needed that contains

at least all necessary physical features in the ground state. This itself is challenging

due to the huge amount of particles in such systems. On the other hand, the laser

excitation and the interaction with the material have to be simulated. Therefore, the

most important effects induced by the excitation have to be identified. The combination

of both, a theoretical accurate description for the characteristics of the excited state

and the description of the many-body system within one theory or code is needed to

simulate structural changes induced by ultrashort pulses. Today, available codes such

as our Code for Highly excIted Valence Electron Systems, short CHIVES, successfully

contain the necessary theory. Enabled by today’s computer facilities it became possible

to provide a theoretical support to identify and explain many laser-induced ultrafast

phenomena. In addition, it is now possible to predict structural changes by theory.

In order to reconstruct and classify the obtained results of this thesis by the reader

this chapter gives a brief summary of the basic points of the theoretical description

within the field of laser-excited solids. Their presentation is based on Refs. [57–63]

Furthermore it will provide basic information about CHIVES.
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2.1 Many-Body theory of solids

In the framework of quantum mechanics the non-relativistic Hamiltonian Ĥ of a solid

system reads

Ĥ = T̂I + T̂e + V̂II + V̂eI + V̂ee . (2.1)

In principle, this Hamiltonian consists of terms describing the kinetic energies T of the

systems compounds, electrons and ions, and the corresponding interactions V . The first

term T̂I represents the kinetic energy operator of NI ions in the system. Explicitly, it

could be expressed by

T̂I =

NI∑

i=1

P̂ 2
i

2Mi

= −
NI∑

i=1

~
2

2Mi

∇2
~Ri

(2.2)

whereas P̂i is the momentum operator of the i-th atom with massMi that is located at

the position ~Ri. ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant and ∇~Ri
is the gradient with respect

to the atom position vector ~Ri. Analogously, the kinetic energy T̂e of Ne electrons

T̂e =
Ne∑

k=1

p̂2k
2m

= −
Ne∑

k=1

~
2

2m
∇2

~rk
, (2.3)

where m is the electron mass. Since the solid consists of charged particles, namely elec-

trons and ions, the interactions between them can be expressed by Coulomb potentials.

The Ion-Ion interaction potential V̂II is given by

V̂II =

NI∑

i<j

ZiZje
2

| ~Ri − ~Rj|
. (2.4)

In this expression the charge Qi of the i-th ion is expressed by the product of the atomic

number Zi and the elementary charge e. The same was done for Qj. For the electron-

electron interactions Vee we obtain a similar equation, but with electronic coordinates

and an electronic charge q = −e. It then reads

V̂ee =
Ne∑

k<l

e2

|~rk − ~rl|
. (2.5)

The interaction VIe between electrons and ions is consequently given by

V̂Ie =

Ne,NI∑

k,i

−Zke
2

|~rk − ~Ri|
. (2.6)
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We like to note, that within this description all particles of the solid, electrons and ions,

are treated as degrees of freedom. In some approaches the bounded core electrons are

represented by norm-conserving pseudopotentials and are therefore no longer degrees

of freedom. In such cases the general expressions

VeI =

Ne,NI∑

j,i

veI(| ~rj − ~Ri |) (2.7)

VII =

NI∑

i,k

vII(| ~Ri − ~Rk |) (2.8)

should be used. It is also more than obvious that for a non-charged solid the charge

relation Ne =
∑NI

i Zi has to be fulfilled. In order to compute the eigenstates and

overall wave functions Ψ({~rj}, { ~Ri}) of this system the static Schrödinger equation has

to be solved. It reads

ĤΨ({~rj}, { ~Ri}) = EΨ({~rj}, { ~Ri}) . (2.9)

The wave function Ψ depends on all electronic positions as well the ionic ones and

describes therefore the entire solid state. This easy looking formula describes a rather

complex problem, which is difficult to solve for realistic elements without further ap-

proximations. As the ionic motion is much slower than the electronic motion due to

the mass difference by around four orders of magnitude both motions can be separated.

The so-called Born-Oppenheimer approximation describes this separation of different

timescales in various physical problems. Consequently, the kinetic energy of the ions

is very small compared to other contributions in Eq. (2.1). Additionally, the Ion-Ion

interaction potential is not changing on the timescale of electronic motions due to the

not changing ionic positions. In fact, within this approximation the electrons now move

within an effective potential produced by not moving ions and further pure electron

effects. Therefore, Eq. (2.1) could be rewritten as Ĥ = Ĥ0+ T̂I . Now, we can solve the

problem for electrons in a static potential by solving the Schrödinger equation for H0.

Ĥ0ψα({~rj}, { ~Ri}) = [T̂e + Vee + VeI + VII ]ψα({~rj}, { ~Ri})
= [ǫα({ ~Ri}) + VII({~Ri})]ψα({~rj}, { ~Ri}) , (2.10)

where ǫα({ ~Ri}) is the eigenvalue of the electronic problem to the Ne-body quantum

state α described by ψα({~rj}, { ~Ri}), which is an eigenfunction of Ĥ0 that represents all

electrons of the system. The overall wave function can now be written by the product

of the electronic eigenfunction of Ĥ0 and the ionic one φα({ ~Ri}). Explicitly, it reads

now

Ψ({~rj}, { ~Ri}) =
∑

α

φα({ ~Ri})ψα({~rj}, { ~Ri}) . (2.11)
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For the problem of the total system represented by Eq. (2.9) this means
∑

α

[Ĥ0 + T̂I − E]φα({ ~Ri})ψα({~rj}, { ~Ri}) = 0 . (2.12)

After several mathematical transformation and calculation steps, which can basically

be found in every good theoretical solid state book, we get the following expression for

the problem

[T̂I + ǫα({ ~Ri}) + VII({ ~Ri})]φα({ ~Ri}) +
∑

β

Aβα({ ~Ri})φβ({ ~Ri}) = Eφα({ ~Ri}) . (2.13)

Aβα({ ~Ri}) representing operators that act on the ionic coordinates. Since we work in

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, meaning that the ionic motion is rather small,

these Operators vanish and are therefore not discussed in particular, but could be found

by the interested reader in Refs. [57, 58]. Finally, we get a Schrödinger-like-equation

that reads

[T̂I + ǫα({ ~Ri}) + VII({ ~Ri})]φα({ ~Ri}) = Eφα({ ~Ri}) . (2.14)

Usually, one uses the following substitution

U({ ~Ri}) = ǫα({ ~Ri}) + VII({ ~Ri}) , (2.15)

and calls the effective potential U({ ~Ri}) the potential energy surface (PES). This PES

contains all structural characteristics of the studied element created by the electronic

bonding. The minima within this surface correspond to the ideal atomic positions at

T = 0 K. Therefore, crystalline structures of elements or compounds can be accurately

be described by these potential energy surfaces.

2.2 Density Functional Theory

Although, Eq. (2.10) can in principle be solved it becomes very quickly computational

expensive and for larger systems impossible even on modern high performance clusters.

Reason for this is the fact that the wave function φα({~rj}, { ~Ri}) has to represent all

Ne electrons within the system. This means that a corresponding Slater determinant

has the order Ne × Ne, which makes it nearly impossible to solve Eq. (2.10) with a

linear combination of such determinants for large numbers of Ne even with today’s

computers. In order to overcome this computational problem an amazing idea was

established. Instead of using the complex wave function ψα, the problem is computed

by means of the electronic density ρ(~r).

Refining the idea of the Thomas-Fermi approach Hohenberg and Kohn published a

work entitled Inhomogeneous Electron Gas [61]. The abstract of their work reads:
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This paper deals with the ground state of an interacting electron gas in an exter-

nal potential v(r). It is proved that there exists a universal functional of the density,

F [n(r)], independent of v(r), such that the expression E =
∫
v(r)n(r)dr+F [n(r)] has

as its minimum value the correct ground-state energy associated with v(r). The func-

tional F [n(r)] is then discussed for two situations: (1) n(r) = n0 + ñ(r), ñ/n0 << 1,

and (2) n(r) = ϕ(r/r0) with ϕ arbitrary and r0 → ∞. In both cases F be expressed

entirely in terms of the correlation energy and linear and higher order electronic polar-

izabilities of a uniform electron gas. This approach also sheds some light on generalized

Thomas-Fermi methods and their limitations. Some new extensions of these methods

are presented.

Within this work Hohenberg and Kohn established two theorems founding the Den-

sity Functional Theory (DFT). The first theorem states that the electronic density

n(~r) fully determines the external potential v(r) with the exception of a constant,

which is irrelevant for physical processes since the constant will not change the re-

sulting forces. The second theorem is expressed in the above cited abstract. There

it says: It is proved that there exists a universal functional of the density, F [n(r)],

independent of v(r), such that the expression E =
∫
v(r)n(r)dr + F [n(r)] has as its

minimum value the correct ground-state energy associated with v(r). In other words

this means, that the density n(r) found by the first theorem minimizes the total energy

by the functional F . Therefore it represents the physical ground state. Summarizing,

if a electronic density n(r) can be found that determines the external potential of the

problem, it will lead to the physical ground state.

Based on these theorems W. Kohn and L. J. Sham established in 1965 practical

equations in order to calculate the ground state of a many body problem using the

electronic density n(~r). [62] In particular, they gave an expression for the functional

F [n(~r)] by

F [n(~r)] = T [n(~r)] + VHartree[n(~r)] + VXC [n(~r)] . (2.16)

The functional T [n(r)] describes the kinetic energy of non interacting electrons. Ex-

plicitly, it is given by

T [n(~r)] = − ~
2

2m

Ne∑

i

∫

d~rϕ∗
i (~r)∇2ϕi(~r) . (2.17)

Here, ϕ∗
i is a so-called Kohn-Sham orbital, which build a complete basis of wave func-

tions, but are different to the physical wave functions of the problem. Although, these

Kohn-Sham orbitals lead to the correct ground state energy. The summation over the

square of the absolute value of ϕi results in the density

n(~r) =
Ne∑

i

ϕ∗
i (~r)ϕi(~r) . (2.18)
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The term VHartree given by

VHartree[n(~r)] = −e
2

2

∫

d~r

∫

d~r′
n(~r)n(~r′)

|~r − ~r′|
, (2.19)

is called Hartree energy and has a Coulomb interaction form. VXC [n(r)] is the ex-

change and correlation functional for which no fully analytical expression is available

yet. Therefore, this term has to be approximated. A prominent example for such an

approximation is the local density approximation (LDA). Within this approach the

exchange-correlation energy is approximated locally at every point on the space grid

by values of the homogeneous electron gas of the same density n(~r). It is defined by

V LDA
XC [n(~r)] =

∫

d~r n(~r) ǫ(n(~r)) . (2.20)

We note, that ǫ(n(~r)) is the exchange-correlation function. For physical problems, in

which the electronic density is smoothly changing, this approximation contains a lot of

physical properties. Although, it is known to fail, e.g., in the quantitative computation

of band gaps. For silicon the band gap is underestimated by LDA giving a value

of 0.56 eV instead of around 1.1 eV at room temperature. Besides LDA exists also

other approximations for the exchange correlation term, like, GGA or PBE where the

gradient of the density is additionally used in the computation. Basically, one has to

decide which approximation is used based on the problem and the physical properties

that should be calculated. In this work all presented results are calculated in the local

density approximation. With this the functional F reads

F [n(~r)] = T [n(~r)] + VHartree[n(~r)] + V LDA
XC [n(~r)] . (2.21)

For the energy functional of the system E[n(~r)] in an external field Vext we can now

write

E[n(~r)] = F [n(~r)] + Vext[n(~r)] . (2.22)

Now, Kohn and Sham established an equation similar to the Schrödinger equation but

with Kohn-Sham orbitals and Kohn-Sham energies. It reads

Ĥϕi(~r) = ǫiϕi(~r) , (2.23)

where the Kohn-Sham Hamilton operator is given by Ĥ = F [n(~r)]+Vext[n(~r)]. We like

to note, that this equation depends on the three dimensional density instead of a 3Ne

dimensional wave function. This, in principle self consistent set of equations, allows

to compute properties of elements within reasonable time and high accuracy. A brief

description on how the self consistent equations are solved will be described in Sec. 2.6,

where we will discuss the implemented electronic density mixer in CHIVES.
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2.3 Interacting of light with matter

In general, the total Hamiltonian describing light-matter interactions reads

Ĥ = Ĥmatter + ĤInteraction + ĤLight , (2.24)

where Hmatter describes the material, HInteraction the interaction, and HLight the light

field. As we already discussed, the light field interacts mainly with the electronic

system. Therefore, the electronic kinetic energy is changed in the presence of light. In

particular, the momentum is influenced and changes from p̂ to p̂ − e ~A(~r, t), where ~A

describes the corresponding vector potential of the light field. The kinetic energy of

the electrons then reads

T̂ ∗
e =

Ne∑

k=1

(p̂k − e ~A(~r, t))2

2m
. (2.25)

Expanding this expression, we get four different terms

T̂ ∗
e =

1

2m

Ne∑

k=1

[

p̂2k − e ~A(~r, t) · p̂k − ep̂k · ~A(~r, t) + e2 ~A2(~r, t)
]

. (2.26)

Using the corresponding commutation relation and the fact that ∇ · ~A(~r, t) = 0, the

equation simplifies to

T̂ ∗
e =

1

2m

Ne∑

k=1

[

p̂2k − 2e ~A(~r, t) · p̂k + e2 ~A2(~r, t)
]

. (2.27)

The first term describes the electronic kinetic energy of the undisturbed system T̂e
and the third term describes the field, which contributes to HLight but is actually very

small. The second term is describing the actual interaction term. It is explicitly given

by

ĤInteraction = − e~

im
~A(~r, t) · ∇ . (2.28)

The vector potential in second quantization reads

~A(~r, t) =
∑

~q

√

2π

V ~ω~q

(
a(~q, t)ei~q·~r + a†(~q, t)e−i~q·~r

)
~u~q . (2.29)

Here, V is the corresponding volume, ω~q is the photon frequency, and a†~q and a~q are

the time-dependent creation and annihilation operators of the light field. Its amplitude

and polarization is represented by ~u~q.
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Figure 2.1: Sketches of electronic interaction effects that cause a fast thermalization of the

electronic system.

For completeness the interaction Hamiltonian could also be formulated in second

quantization as follows

ĤInteraction =
∑

n,~k

∑

n′,~k′

∑

j,~q

[

M(n,~k;n′, ~k′; j, ~q)c†
n~k
cn′~k′aj(~q, t) (2.30)

+M(n,~k;n′, ~k′; j,−~q)c†
n~k
cn′~k′a

†
j(~q, t)

]

(2.31)

c†
n~k

and cn~k are the creation and annihilation operators for the electrons. c†
n~k

creates an

electron with spin n and momentum k. M is the matrix element between the electronic

state k and k′ interacting with the photon momentum ~q and gives a measure of the

transition probability.

Back to our task, simulating laser-excited solids we can now formulate the problem

by using Eq. (2.10) and adding the interaction Hamiltonian.

Ĥtotal = Ĥ0 −
e~

im
~A(~r, t) · ∇ . (2.32)

Studying Eq. (2.32) in a solid environment indicates that the electrons are excited into

high energy states by intense laser pulses forming a non-equilibrium distribution over
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the available electronic bands. In the Heisenberg picture the evolution of the electronic

density n̂(~r) can be expressed by

i~
∂n̂(~r)

∂t
= [Ĥ0 + ĤInteraction, n̂(~r)] +

∂n̂(~r)

∂t

∣
∣
∣
∣
collisions

(2.33)

By cascading effects, like, Auger recombination and impact ionization, as visualized in

Fig. 2.1, and electron-electron scattering the electrons start to thermalize. Compared to

structural reactions to changes in the ionic bonding properties these are relatively fast

processes. Depending on the laser excitation the thermalization can take between 25

and 100 fs for higher or lower excitations, respectively. [2,64] Although, it is in principle

possible to simulate the ionic motion in the presence of an electronic non-equilibrium

distribution after laser-excitation, it is computationally costly. In particular, the com-

putation of the cascading thermalization effects require a lot of resources. Furthermore,

simulations that assume a hot thermalized electronic system can very accurately ex-

plain and reproduce experimental findings on the ionic motion for short timescales

after the excitation. [WVB17] Therefore, the nonthermal driven structural response to

femtosecond-laser excitations is studied in this thesis assuming a thermalized electronic

system, characterized by an electronic temperature and the corresponding Fermi-Dirac

distribution. The above sketched theory for the ground state can be extended to excited

states.

2.4 Electronic-temperature dependent Density

Functional Theory

After the work by Hohnberg and Kohn [61] was published in November 1964 an ex-

tensional work by N. D. Mermin was published in March 1965, dealing with Thermal

properties of the inhomogeneous electron gas. [65] The content of his work is nicely

summarized within the first sentence of the corresponding abstract. There it says A

variational property of the ground-state energy of an electron gas in an external poten-

tial v(r), derived by Hohenberg and Kohn, is extended to nonzero temperature. In other

words, he established a functional F [n[~r]] that is electronic temperature dependent and

that leads in the formalism of DFT to the ground state of a system at finite electronic

temperature. Whereas at T = 0 K the total energy E has to be minimized by the

functional F [n(~r)], the corresponding thermodynamic potential has to be used at finite

electronic temperature. For a canonical ensemble, describing a system in the presence

of a heat bath, the free energy F has to be minimized. Explicitly, this means

F =

∫

v(~r)n(~r)d~r + F [n(~r)] (2.34)
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is minimal in the case that n(~r) is the thermal equilibrium density to the attributed

external potential v(~r). Although, the right side looks similar to the expression found

by Hohenberg and Kohn, it is different since F [n(~r)] is now temperature dependent.

The explicit form for the functional F [n(~r)] is given by

F [n(~r)] = T [n(~r)] + VHartree[n(~r)] + VXC [n(~r)]− TeSe . (2.35)

2.5 Theoretical model of a laser-excited solid

The above mentioned extension to DFT is used to study the structural response in

the presence of laser-induced hot electrons. As in our approach the electronic system

has a constant electronic temperature after a laser excitation, like, in the presence of

a heat bath, it has to be described by a canonical ensemble. Therefore, the potential

energy surface describing the interatomic bonding is attributed to the free energy Fe =

E[n(~r)]− TeSe[n(~r)]. In analogy to Eq. (2.15) the form of the potential energy surface

in the presence of hot electrons can be computed by

U({ ~Ri}, t) = Fe({ ~Ri}, t) =
∑

ν~k

nν~k(t)ǫν(
~k) + VII({ ~Ri})− Te(t)Se(t) . (2.36)

Here, Te is the electronic temperature and Se is the electronic entropy. The electronic

entropy Se can be expressed by the time-dependent electronic density n(ǫν(~k), t), which

is a function of the energy states ǫν(~k) at particular k-points and time. It actually is

described by

Se = −kB
∑

ν~k

[

n(ǫν(~k), t) log
(

n(ǫν(~k), t)
)

+
(

1− n(ǫν(~k), t)
)

log
(

1− n(ǫν(~k), t)
)]

,

(2.37)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. In principle, these are the sets of equations that

are needed to compute and simulate ionic motions after an ultrashort-laser excitation.

Here, we like to discuss very briefly the impact of electron-phonon interactions to the

problem. Since there is no explicit equation for the electronic temperature that contains

the direct energy flow from electrons to ions, the electronic temperature stays as an

external parameter constant during the simulation. Unfortunately, the microscopic

processes of incoherent electron-phonon coupling are complex and therefore up to now

barely understood, which makes it hard to compute reliable results. In first order the

electron-phonon interaction can be written as

V̂e−ph =
∑

ν,~k,~q

Mν~k,~q(b~q + b†−~q)c
†

ν~k
cν~k+~q , (2.38)
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where b~q and b
†
−~q are the phonon annihilation and creation operators. M is the matrix

element describing the transition probability. Note, that this is an expression for an

electronic two level system and one phonon momentum expressed by ~q. In a solid

system we have several bands and 3(NI − 1) phonon modes, which increases dramat-

ically the number of possible transitions. Therefore, it is hard to say which electron

interacts with which phonon. Or in other words, it remains up to now unclear in

which phonon mode the electron energy is transferred. However, since in experiments

it was possible to obtain ultrafast, nonthermally driven effects the electron-phonon

thermalization time is sufficiently larger than typical timescales of nonthermal driven

effects. At least within the first steps after the excitation the assumption of a constant

electronic temperature leads to reliable and quantitative comparable results with ex-

periment, as shown by [WVB17]. Therefore, we simulate the nonthermal contribution

of the structural response to ultrafast excitations using Eq. (2.36) and (2.37) with a

constant electronic temperature by not considering the direct electron-phonon energy

transfer, which would lead to a decrease of the electronic temperature. Nevertheless, we

are working in cooperation with F. H. Valencia on a consistent description of electron-

phonon interactions in semiconductors. As a basis we use the proposed formalism for

metals by Allen. [66] However, up to mow it remains an open problem, which has to

be addressed in future works.

2.6 CHIVES: Code for Highly excIted Valence Elec-

tron Systems

Using the above summarized theoretical equations and ideas a high performance code

was developed in the group of Prof. Martin E. Garcia. Main parts of the code were

developed and implemented by Dr. E. S. Zijlstra, who was supported by A. Kalitsov, I.

Theodonis, and N. Huntemann. In recent years F. Cheenicode Kabeer, S. Krylow, B.

Bauerhenne, and me were involved in the development of our Code for Highly excIted

Electron Systems, short CHIVES. It is an electronic-temperature dependent density

functional theory code at the same level of accuracy as prestigious commercial state-

of-the-art codes, like, ABINIT. [67, 68] In [ZZB14] we provided a benchmark for the

simulation speed of CHIVES by showing that it performs calculations of non-symmetric

systems almost 200 times faster than ABINIT at the same level of accuracy. We like

to note, that for symmetric atomic configurations, for which ABINIT is optimized this

difference is not as large as in the disordered case. However, after intense ultrashort-

laser pulses the crystalline structure gets disordered by nonthermal driven effects very

quickly. In order to allow performing ab initio molecular dynamics simulations addi-

tional to static calculations the quantum mechanical computation of the inter-atomic
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Table 2.I: Implemented norm-conserving pseudopotentials in CHIVES for the first five pe-

riods of the periodic table.

H He

Li Be B C N O F Ne

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe

forces was combined with a Velocity-Verlet scheme. The high performance speed and

the availability to perform molecular dynamics simulations within the same code made

CHIVES an optimal tool to describe and simulate ultrafast-laser induced ionic motions.

The hybrid parallel implementation of several subroutines used in CHIVES enables to

run it at high performance clusters MPI and OpenMP parallel. This is one reason for

the high computation speed of the code. New developments made it also possible to

perform calculations on graphic card processors, which again speeds up the computa-

tion performance. Unfortunately, the internal memory of currently available graphic

cards is still to small to perform larger supercells than 800 atoms on these proces-

sors. However, using the parallel mode on ordinary CPU’s CHIVES allows to simulate

laser-induced changes in the crystalline structure within the first picoseconds after the

excitation for supercells up to 1200 atoms in reasonable time.

Another reason for the good computation performance is the treatment of the elec-

tronic system. In CHIVES we utilize the fact that the tightly bonded and localized

core electrons are not participating in the changes of the electronic system induced by

femtosecond-laser pulses. An exception is the excitation of core-holes by XUV pulses,

which are not considered in this work. Therefore, the core electrons are represented by

functions that reproduce the interaction of the screened nucleus with the delocalized

valence electrons. These functions are called pseudopotentials. In Eq. (2.1) this has

to be taken into account by treating the core electrons not as degrees of freedom any-

more. Within CHIVES norm-conserving pseudopotentials are implemented to the fifth

period of the periodic table. (See Tab. 2.I) For heavier elements relativistic effects,

like, spin-orbit coupling start to play an important role as well as f-electrons, which

are not implemented up to now. The analytical forms provided by C. Hartwigsen, S.

Goedecker, M. Teter, and J. Hutter [69, 70] are a big advantage for the performance

compared to all-electron codes.

The delocalized valence electrons, important for the ionic bonding and physical

properties of the element are described by atom-centered Gaussian basis sets. Up to

now s, p, and d-type orbitals are implemented within CHIVES. In order to obtain a

s-type orbitals a set of uncontracted atom-centered Gaussians is multiplied by {1}. For
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p-type orbitals linear factors {x , y , z} are multiplied to atom-centered Gaussians. In

the case of d-type orbitals the prefactors {xy , xz , yz , x − y , 2z − x − y} are used.

Again, this treatment of the electronic system drastically reduces the basis states and

therefore the computational costs. Additionally, order(Ne) methods could be used in

order to compute the exchange, Hartree, and correlation potential.

Very recently, we upgraded the density mixing scheme implemented in CHIVES.

Before, Multisecant mixing was used to solve the above sketched self-consistent search

of the electronic density that solves the Kohn-Sham equations. In order to start the

iterative search an initial density n(~r)
(i)
in is needed, which can be obtained by a super-

position of the atomic charge densities. Running through the Kohn-Sham equations

one gets an output density n(~r)
(i)
out, which is most likely closer to the actual density

and could be used as a new input density within the next self-consistent loop. Un-

fortunately, this procedure will in general not converge, but if it does, it will con-

verge very slowly. Therefore, mixing schemes were developed in order to scan and

explore more quickly the possible phase space. A first approach is given by linear

mixing. Within this approach the new density n(~r)
(i+1)
in depends on the former density

n(~r)
(i)
in and the difference between n(~r)

(i)
in and n(~r)

(i)
out. Explicitly, n(~r)

(i+1)
in is given by

n(~r)
(i+1)
in = n(~r)

(i)
in +β(n(~r)

(i)
out−n(~r)(i)in ), where β is the mixing parameter and scales how

much the new density depends on the obtained difference. This approach, although

linear in difference, is already successful in solving the self-consistent search for various

problems. In order to explore the phase space more efficiently a new direction in the

phase space has to be introduced at every step of the self-consistent search. In Mul-

tisecant mixing, which was implemented in CHIVES before, this is realized by adding

the term β(n(~r)
(i)
out−n(~r)

(i)
in )⊥ to a linear combination of previous densities. In a math-

ematical sense the new added term is perpendicular to each previous output densities

n(~r)
(i)
out. [73] For a long period this mixing scheme was sufficient to compute nonthermal

driven effects in solids induced by ultrashort lasers. However, we obtained that it will

start to diverge for problems that exhibit a broken symmetry, like, in the presence of a

surface. The reason for this problem is known as charge sloshing. The presence of the

surface makes the self-consistent search for the density sensitive to, e.g., numerically

obtained variations in the input density n(~r)
(i)
in by overestimating long range contribu-

tions. Therefore the Pulay-Kerker mixer [71, 72] scheme is now used in CHIVES. The

big advantage of this mixer is the operation in reciprocal space. The new input density

is obtained by n
(i+1)
in (q) = n

(i)
in (q) + β(q)(n

(i)
out(q) − n

(i)
in (q)). Note, that β is now also

dependent on the reciprocal lattice vector q. It is set by the material constants diemix,

diemac, dielng. Explicitly, it reads

β(q) = min

(

1, diemix
1/diemac+ dielng2q2

1 + dielng2q2

)

.
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This approach pretends charge sloshing and enabled us to perform molecular dynamics

simulations on laser-induced phenomena in thin films. Additionally, the number of self-

consistent iterations for the density search in solid configurations was decreased.

2.6.1 Simulation of the ultrafast dynamics of Si and Sb using

CHIVES

For silicon we used a basis with 17 basis states (sp-spd-sp) with the three exponents

α1 = 1.17769a−2
0 (sp), α2 = 0.40348a−2

0 (spd), and α3 = 0.12989a−2
0 (sp). The internal

lattice parameter is 10.2021a0 = 5, 39872 Å, and describes the conventional cubic unit

cell containing 8 atoms. The number of k points that sample the electronic Brillouin

zone is set to 1 in each direction. For the mass we use mSi = 28.0855u. For the

Velocity-Verlet scheme we used a timestep of 2 fs.

For antimony we used 18 basis states (s-sp-spd-sp), with four exponents α1 =

1.73466a−2
0 , α2 = 1.17728a−2

0 , α3 = 0.24788, and α4 = 0.06955a−2
0 . Since antimony

crystallizes in a hexagonal structure we used the two lattice parameter a = 4.3007 Å

and c = 11.2221 Å. The three translation vectors are given by ~a1 = (1/2a, 3/6a, 1/3c),

~a2 = (1/2a, 3/6a, 1/3c), and ~a3 = (0, 3/3a, 1/3c). In CHIVES the orthorhombic unit

cell constructed by ~c1 = 6(~a2−~a1) = 6(a, 0, 0), ~c2 = 4(2∗~a3−~a1−~a2) = 4(0,
√
3∗a, 0),

and ~c3 = 3(~a1 + ~a2 + ~a3) = 3(0, 0, c). For the internal parameter z = 0.2336 indicating

a Peierls distorted structure. mSb = 121.760u is for the ionic mass. For the number of

k-points we had to use 2 in each direction to obtain trustworthy data. In the Velocity-

Verlet scheme a timestep of 5 fs is used.



CHAPTER 3

Atomistic picture of nonthermal melt-

ing

Remark: The presented results and theoretical achievements of this chapter are based

on the publications [ZKZ13], [ZZK15], and [ZZG16].

With the development of ultrashort laser-pulses new phenomena and effects could

be induced in materials. Accurate time-resolved diffraction measurements, like, XUV or

electron diffraction allow to follow the induced phenomena. However, some effects could

not be explained by experimental findings alone. One example is the unraveled atomic

motion after intense femtosecond-laser pulses that cause nonthermal melting. Almost

40 years ago the nonthermal character of an ultrafast laser-induced disordering was

observed in silicon. [37] Up to now, different interpretations for the atomic mechanisms

can be found in literature. The interpretations reach from a diffusive model, [29] where

the atoms quickly start to scatter, like, in a liquid, to an inertial model that is char-

acterized by a flat potential energy surface and therefore non-interacting ions. [40, 41]

Furthermore, theoretical approaches were limited to computations of particular phonon

directions or relatively small supercells due to the absence of appropriate computational

resources in the past. In order to shed light on this unsolved problem we followed the

line of previous theoretical approaches [39] and performed parameter-free molecular

dynamics simulations on the largest supercells so far using our electronic-temperature

density-functional-theory code CHIVES. Within CHIVES the full potential energy sur-

face is computed at every time step of the simulation, which gives a realistic picture of

the atomic motion. Enabled by today’s high performance computer clusters and the

high computation performance of CHIVES we were able to use supercells containing

up to N = 1200 atoms. Here, we present our results on the atomic pathways during

nonthermal melting in silicon. After analyzing the atomic pathways, we will discuss

signatures of nonthermal melting, which should be accessible in experimental setups
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and will allow to distinguish ordinary thermal melting from nonthermal melting con-

tributions. At the end of this chapter, we will analyze the energy flow in reciprocal

space.

3.1 Thermal phonon squeezing

Figure 3.1: Physical picture of laser-induced thermal phonon squeezing in one particular

phonon direction. (A) The situation before the laser excitation. The atomic displacement

distribution is in equilibrium with the potential (black solid line). (B) By the excitation

the potential is softened almost instantaneously, leaving the distribution as too narrow for

the new potential. Therefore the distribution starts to widen. (C) After a particular time

the maximal width of the distribution is reached, since the potential is still attractive. Now

the atoms are forced to move back to their initial positions. (D+E) Further oscillations

may be observed, if disturbing effects, like, phonon-phonon interactions are small. This

breathing behavior is predominantly in the mean-square displacement after moderate laser

excitations.

In previous works [13],[ZZG14] we showed that at laser fluences below the nonther-

mal melting threshold coherent motions are excited within the silicon crystal. The

superimposed atomic motion at these laser intensities cause an oscillatory behavior of

the total mean-square atomic displacement. Those oscillations are a direct consequence

of the laser-induced bond softening in materials, like, silicon at moderate excitation

densities. Before the laser-excitation the atomic system is in thermal equilibrium with

the ground state potential energy surface. In particular, the atomic displacements are

Maxwell-Boltzmann distributed due to the initial thermal energy of the atoms. Figure

3.1 (A) shows the distribution of the atomic displacements in one particular phonon

direction. By the femtosecond-laser pulse electrons are excited in silicon from bonding

into anti-bonding states. As a consequence the interatomic bonding softens, which
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corresponds to a less steep potential-energy surface. Since the atoms are too indolent

to follow the excitation directly, the initial atomic displacement distribution remains

undisturbed during the excitation. But in this new laser-changed potential the initial

atomic displacement distribution is not in equilibrium. It is too narrow for the soft-

ened potential. Therefore, on average the atoms start to move out, away from their

equilibrium positions, causing a widening of the distribution of the displacements (Fig.

3.1 (B)). After a certain time the distribution reaches its maximum width (Fig. 3.1

(C)). In this configuration the atoms contain maximal potential energy, because they

are maximal displaced compared to the ground state. As the atoms reach this turning

points in the new potential their kinetic energy is consequently minimal. Nevertheless,

the potential is still attractive, which forces the atoms to move back in the direction

of their initial positions. The distribution narrows again (Fig. 3.1 (D)). Due to an-

harmonicities, phonon-phonon interactions or decoherence this breathing behavior of

the distribution is washed out and prevent further oscillations (Fig. 3.1 (D+E)). Note,

that the center of the distribution is not changed during this process. Although, we

showed this effect symbolically for one particular phonon direction it can be seen in

the overall crystal, namely, in the mean-square atomic displacement. Although, in a

laser-softened potential the displacement distribution becomes anti-squeezed the term

thermal phonon squeezing is used to describe the obtained oscillations. Furthermore,

we showed in Ref. [13] that thermal phonon squeezing and nonthermal melting share

identical pathways directly after the femtosecond-laser excitation. In particular, the

phonon modes that cause mainly the oscillatory behavior attributed to thermal phonon

squeezing are the same that cause crystalline disorder above the nonthermal melting

threshold. Consequently, they share the same common underlying mechanism. Thus,

thermal phonon squeezing precurses nonthermal melting at fluences below the nonther-

mal melting threshold. With this finding it now becomes possible to predict nonthermal

melting in a material at fluences below irreversible structural disorder, which is a big

advantage to distinguish nonthermal melting from thermal effects.

3.2 Fractional Diffusion

The atomic pathways during ultrafast melting are analyzed using supercells contain-

ing N = 288 atoms. The supercell is constructed by repeating the characteristic

diamond-like cubic cell of 8 atoms (See Fig. 3.2) by 3× 3× 4 in x-, y-, and z-direction,

respectively. By the use of true random numbers [74] the ionic system is thermalized

near room temperature at ≈ 316 K. Therefore, the ionic velocities and displacements

were distributed using the harmonic approximation at the corresponding ionic tem-

perature TI . The interested reader on this initialization process is referred to the

detailed description in Ref. [13]. For statistically relevant data analysis, we averaged
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Figure 3.2: The cubic primitive unit cell of diamond-like materials containing of 8 atoms

(blue).

the data sets of 40 independent simulation runs, which means that each simulation

run is initialized by a different and not overlapping set of random numbers. The laser

excitation is modelled by an instant increase of the electronic temperature, which is

the key parameter in electronic-temperature density functional theory. In [ZZG14] we

could show that nonthermal melting appears in silicon for excitation strengths above

or equal 54 mHa, which corresponds to an electronic temperature of 17052 K. Here,

we performed excitations of 50, 60, 70, and 80 mHa, which is 15789, 18947, 22104,

and 25262 K, respectively. For those simulations we computed the root-mean square

atomic displacement rms(t) by

rms(t) =
√

< u2 > (t) =

√
∑NI

i (~ri(t)− ~r0i )
2

NI

, (3.1)

~ri(t) is the actual position of the i-th ion at time t, ~r0i is the ideal position of atom

i at TI = 0 K, NI is the total number of ions in the computed cell, and < u2 > (t)

describes the mean square atomic displacement.

As one can see in Fig. 3.3, the rms atomic displacement for an excitation of

Te = 15789 K shows the behavior of a bound state, but with a different lattice parame-

ter than in the ground state. It is not monotonically increasing and did not exceed the
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Figure 3.3: Time-dependent root-mean-square (rms) atomic displacement for different

levels of excitation, represented by Te = 50 (green curve), 60 (blue curve), 70 (violet curve),

and 80 mHa (black curve) from bottom to top. These atomic energy units correspond to an

induced electronic temperature of 15789, 18947, 22104, and 25262 K, respectively. The black

solid line represents the Lindemann criterion, which gives a first indication that the crystal

is melting. Whereas the rms displacement of the lowest excitation show characteristic

oscillations attributed to thermal phonon squeezing, the rms atomic displacements for the

higher excitations represent irreversible symmetry loss attributed to nonthermal melting.

Note, due to the initial ionic temperature the initial root-mean-square atomic displacement

is nonzero.

Lindemann criterion within the simulated time after the laser excitation. In contrast,

it shows characteristic oscillations of thermal phonon squeezing, which is a precursor

to nonthermal melting at laser fluences below the melting threshold. The Lindemann

criterion indicates that a crystalline system is molten, if the root-mean-square atomic

displacement becomes larger than 15 % of the nearest neighbour distance. In silicon
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Figure 3.4: Mean-square atomic displacement as a function of time after the laser excitation

for Te = 18947. The width is twice the standard deviation of the averaged data set. The

dashed line indicates the fit to the diffusive part. Furthermore, the black solid line shows

the fit function of the transient fractional diffusive part.

this gives a value of around 0.35 Å. For all other three excitations rms(t) is monotoni-

cally increasing and pass the Lindemann criterion showing that the crystal irreversibly

disorders. Responsible for both effects seen in the rms(t) is the laser-induced bond

softening. Previous works showed that in silicon electrons are excited from bonding

states into anti-bonding states by femtosecond-laser pulses [39]. For sufficiently large

excitation intensities this could lead to a change in the bonding behavior, namely,

from attractive towards repulsive ionic interaction. From this change forces appear

that accelerate the ion away from their equilibrium positions, with a resulting disor-

dering of the crystal. However, Ref. [39] mentioned the disordering of the crystal order

in the absence of laser-induced lattice instabilities. Therefore, we started to analyze

the root-mean-square atomic displacement for an excitation represented by an induced

electronic temperature of 18947 K. At this level of excitation no lattice instabilities

occur within the Brillouin zone, indicating a pure attractive interatomic bonding.

Figure 3.4 shows the time dependence of the atomic mean-square (ms) displacement

at this level of excitation for almost 3000 fs after the excitation. Within the first 350
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Figure 3.5: The averaged scattering rate for non-nearest neighbours in the beginning as

a function of time for different laser-induced electronic temperatures, 18947 (red), 22104

(blue), and 25262 K (violet).

fs the ms curve shows the behavior of an accelerated atomic motion. Since there are

no lattice instabilities present in the Brillouin zone this phenomenon is driven by other

atomic motions. In fact, the initial kinetic energy of thermalized room temperature

ions is large enough to overcome the laser-softened interatomic potential barriers. Once

the ions passed the potential energy barrier they enter an area of repulsive interatomic

bonding, which accelerates them away from their equilibrium positions. After this

so-called super diffusive atomic motion a deceleration takes place that flattens the

mean-square displacement curve. The reason for this deceleration is an increase in the

scattering rate of not primary next neighbours (See Fig. 3.5).

The atoms then start to move fractional diffusive. We identified this atomic be-

havior, which was never seen in solids before, by fitting the mean-square curve of the

related timescale to f(t) = A(t − t0)
α, with fitting parameters A, t0, and 0 < α < 1,

where α is the fractional diffusion coefficient. In order to find the fractional diffusive

related timescale we searched for the transition points between the different atomic

motions. The transition point between the accelerated super-diffusive motion and

fractional diffusion was found by analyzing the second derivative of the mean-square

displacement curve. For the accelerated motion the second derivative is larger than

zero, whereas for fractionally diffusive motion it becomes negative, the root of the sec-

ond derivative, that means the crossing with zero, marks the transition point. This

point perfectly matches with the time of the increasing scattering rate of non-nearest
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Figure 3.6: The averaged mean-square atomic displacement as a function of time after

the laser pulse for different excitations represented by 18947 (red), 22104 (blue), and 25262

K (violet). Indicated are the three different stages of atomic motion during nonthermal

melting. Additionally, the time-evolution in the harmonic approximation is shown (dashed

line).

neighbours in the ideal crystal shown in Fig. 3.5. Thus, we could double check this

transition point. Diffusive behavior is characterized by a straight line in the mean-

square atomic displacement. Therefore, we fitted a straight line with respect to the

last point of our simulation to the mean-square atomic displacement data. The other

point was varied towards the beginning till the straight line did not match within the

error bars of the averaged data. Although, this transition point should also be visible

in the second derivative the data becomes very noisy within this region. This makes

this approach for the second transition point useless. With these two transition points

we could identify the timescale of fractional diffusion, which lasts for almost 900 fs in

the case of an induced electronic temperature of Te = 18947 K. We are now able to fit

f(t) to the mean-square atomic displacement curve curve. We obtained in the case of

Te = 18947 K the fitting parameters A = 0.0266 Å2fs−α, t0 = 214 fs and a fractional

diffusion coefficient of α = 0.757. In summary, our result indicate that the ions are

accelerated within the first 350 fs after a femtosecond -laser excitation that induces

an electronic temperature of Te = 18947 K. Thereafter, the atoms move fractionally

diffusive for almost 900 fs before their motion becomes diffusive.
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Figure 3.7: Transition points between the different atomic motions for different electronic

temperatures, respectively, 18315 (turquoise), 18947 (light blue), 22104 (blue), and 25262

(violet), 28420 (dark grey), and 31578 K (light grey).

As those are the atomic melting paths in the absence of a lattice instability, we

were curious about the atomic melting behavior at higher excitation densities at which

lattice instabilities occur. Therefore we analyze as mentioned above the mean-square

atomic displacement curves for Te = 22104 and 25262 K (Fig. 3.6). Surprisingly, we

could identify for all three excitation strengths the same three stages of accelerated

super-diffusive motion, fractional diffusion, and diffusive motion. In order to be really

convinced that the atomic behavior is not relying on the excitation strength above the

nonthermal melting threshold, we looked at a number of different excitation strengths

(Fig. 3.7). For most of the induced electronic temperatures shown lattice instabilities

occur within in the Brillouin zone. However, at all simulated laser-induced electronic

temperatures the previously discussed melting stages are present.

Figure 3.8: (left) Averaged time-dependent mean-square atomic displacement for Te =

25262 K. Additionally, the curves for the purposed models are shown. (right) Summary of

the obtained transition points for different excitation levels. [ZKZ13]
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The left panel of Fig. 3.8 compares our ab initio obtained findings at a laser-induced

electronic temperature of Te = 25262 K to the proposed theories in literature describ-

ing nonthermal melting. The good agreement of our obtained molecular dynamics

simulation results with the harmonic approximation within the first hundred femtosec-

onds strengthens the idea of accelerated atoms on the laser-softened potential energy

surface within the first steps after the excitation. But, after this acceleration on the

laser-changed potential phonon-phonon interactions that are absent in the harmonic

theory accelerate the atomic motion even more. [44] Independent on the laser strength

an increasing atomic scattering rate deccelerates the atomic motion. The idea of in-

ertially moving ions after an intense femtosecond-laser excitation can not describe the

induced complex atomic motion. The missing consideration of the acceleration and im-

portant scattering events after the excitation (see Fig. 3.9) causes the differences in the

obtained mean-square atomic displacement compared to our ab initio results. When

the scattering rate is saturated the fractionally diffusive atoms approach the diffusive

model. The right panel of Fig. 3.8 shows the transition points between the nonthermal

melting stages at any simulated excitation above the nonthermal melting threshold.

Here, the excitation is represented by the fraction of excited valence electrons. In

particular, 9.3, 9.7, 11.9, 14.1, 16.1, 18.1, and 21.8 % of excited valence electrons cor-

respond to 18315, 18947, 22104, 25262, 28420, 31578, and 37893 K, respectively. The

stroboscopic picture of the scattering and atomic motion during nonthermal melting

gives an impression of the underlying atomic mechanism leading to ultrafast disordering

(See Fig. 3.10).

Figure 3.9: Time-dependent atomic scattering rate (violet) and the contributions of nearest-

neighbours (black) and farther atoms (blue) at a femtosecond-laser induced electronic tem-

perature of Te = 25262 K.
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Figure 3.10: Stroboscopic picture of the atomic motion after intense-laser excitation. Big

spheres represent the atoms at their initial thermalized structure. The position as a function

of time is indicated by the small spheres, whereas all 10 fs a sphere is drawn. The violet

arrows indicate a momentum transfer between the indicated atoms.
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3.3 Signatures of nonthermal melting

Figure 3.11: Snapshots of the used silicon supercell of N = 1200 atoms before the

femtosecond-laser excitation (t = 0 fs) and at t = 150 fs, respectively t = 300 fs after

the laser excitation for an electronic temperature of Te = 25262 K. At least for t = 300 fs

the crystalline order totally disappeared.

After analyzing the underlying atomic behavior during nonthermal melting we

looked for experimentally accessible properties that uncovers our findings of the melt-

ing process. Furthermore, we looked for characteristics of the laser-induced ultrafast

disordering, which are in contrast to thermal melting. For this part of the thesis we per-

formed ab initio molecular dynamics simulation with supercells containing 1200 atoms.

Within this section we analyzed the structural response for one induced electronic tem-

perature of Te = 25260 K, or n = 14.1 % of excited valence electrons, respectively. At

this quite high excitation, the crystalline structure is gone within almost 300 fs af-

ter the excitation (See Fig. 3.11). The ionic system was again initialized near room

temperature. The obtained results are averaged over twelve independently initialized

simulation runs.

In a first attempt we were interested which phonon branch contributes the most

to the fast laser-induced disordering process. Therefore we projected the mean-square

atomic displacement onto transverse acoustic TA, transverse optical TO, longitudinal

optical LO, and longitudinal acoustic phonons LA. Figure 3.12 indicates the impor-

tance of transverse acoustic phonons to nonthermal melting. Those phonons are already

starting with large amplitudes in the ground state. Their characteristic motion is per-

pendicular to the interatomic bonding of nearest neighbours, which therefore preserves

the interatomic distance of nearest neighbours within the first stages of nonthermal

melting. Other distances within the crystal are more sensitive to the atoms acceler-

ated into TA phonon directions. Our computed pair-correlation function g(r) in Fig.

3.13 visualizes this observation. Whereas the first peak of the function, representing

the nearest neighbour distance, is nearly preserved within the first 100 fs, higher order

peaks almost vanished or merged with nearby peaks. For even later times all peaks
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Figure 3.12: (top panel) Total time-dependent mean-square atomic displacement after

the laser-excitation at an induced electronic temperature of Te = 25262 K averaged over

twelve independent runs. Additionally, the projection on the four phonon types is shown.

The transverse acoustic phonons dominate the laser-induced nonthermal melting effect.

(bottom panel) The numerical second derivative of the total mean-square displacement and

its decomposition, indicating a predominant acceleration of atoms in transverse acoustic

directions.

merged into a liquid like distribution of distances representing a molten structure. Al-

though, the pair-correlation function is experimentally not accessible directly it could

be gained by the related structure function I(q). I(q) could be obtained in terms of

the pair-correlation function g(r) by

I(q) = 1 + ρ

∫

V

e−i~q·~r[g(r)− 1]d~r , (3.2)

with ρ the atomic density and V the volume of the cell.
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Figure 3.13: Pair-correlation function as a function of the interatomic distance before

(grey) and t = 100 and 450 fs after the femtosecond-laser excitation. [ZZK15]

Since we have all atomic positions as a function of time within our data sets we are

able to compute the total structure function (Fig. 3.19) directly by

I(q, t) =

∑

~q′
1
NI

|SF~q(t)|2 G (q − q′)
∑

~q′ G (q − q′)
, (3.3)

where

SF~q(t) =

NI∑

j=1

ei~q·~rj(t) . (3.4)

SF is the corresponding structure factor at time t for the reciprocal vector ~q.

It is summed over the contributions of all atoms NI . G in Eq. (3.3) represents a

Gaussian with FWHM of 0.2 Å−1 which is used to smear the obtained results for the

structure factors. Although, we used already a supercell containing 1200 atoms it does

not include contributions of all possible ~q points within the Brillouin zone. Since we

repeated the conventional supercell by 5×5×6 in the x, y, and z-direction, respectively,

our cell includes explicitly the following scattering ~q points

~q = 2π

(
hx
5a
,
ky
5a
,
lz
6a

)

. (3.5)
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a is the internal lattice parameter of 5, 3987 Å . The known Miller indices (hkl) are

obtained if hx, ky are a multiple of 5, respectively of 6 in the case of lz.

Figure 3.14: Structure function (red) and corresponding background contribution (blue)

as function of the scattering vector ~q for (top) the crystal before the excitation, (middle)

t = 100 fs, and (bottom) T = 450 fs after the excitation. For t = 450 fs the structure

function becomes liquid-like.

Figure 3.14 shows the structure function directly computed from atomic positions

for different times after the excitation. Additionally the contribution of diffuse scat-

tering is implied. Whereas the distribution at t = 0 nicely reproduces at which ~q

points the Bragg equation for scattering is fulfilled, for t = 100 fs abnormal oscillations

become dominant. But remembering the fact, that the nearest neighbour distance

is preserved on this timescale and that the structure function is related to the pair-

correlation function by Eq. 3.2 the origin of these oscillations becomes clear. It just

displays the fact that the first peak in the pair-correlation function almost remains sta-
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Figure 3.15: Diffuse scattering contributions to the ~q-dependent structure function. Note,

that the time axis is inverted for better visibility. At t = 0 fs this contribution is non zero

due to thermal diffuse scattering of room temperature atoms. [ZZK15]

ble within more than 100 fs after the excitation. This is a clear nonthermal signature

that never appears in melting at thermal equilibrium conditions. Since it is partially

superimposed by Bragg peak intensities it become more clear in the diffuse scattering

signal (Fig. 3.15). New experimental techniques, like in Ref. [75] allow to access the

diffuse scattering signal during ultrafast processes.

However, this signature of nonthermal melting is only visible in the time-evolution

of the total structure function. Although, this function is experimentally accessible,

we looked for further signatures of nonthermal melting in the structure factor intensi-

ties directly. Figure 3.16 shows the time-evolution of the first five intensity peaks I~q(t)
of the structure function. In particular, it shows the time-dependent behavior of the

(111), (220), (311), (400), and (331) main diffraction peaks. In an ideal symmetric

crystal the peaks (220) and (400) would correlate with the total number of atoms NI

in the simulation cell, here, 1200. The peaks (111), (311), and (331) would have a

value of NI/2. The discrepancies of the peaks at t = 0 to those values is caused by

the initial thermal atomic motion. Since we used directly the time-dependent atomic

positions to calculate the structure factor intensity this effect, the Debye-Waller effect,

is automatically taken into account. As one can see in the top panel of Fig. 3.16 the

structural disordering process is visible in a fast decrease in all peak intensities. How-

ever, the timescale of the decay of the intensity is varying between the peaks. The

(111) peak, which is the peak with lowest corresponding q, is visible for around 300

fs, whereas the (331) peak vanishes almost within 160 fs. The structural information

visible within the intensity peaks gets washed out when diffuse scattering of neigh-

boring peaks become equally important, meaning of the same size in peak intensity
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Figure 3.16: (top) Averaged time-dependent structure factor intensity for different (hkl).

(middle) Magnified view on the (111) peak intensity and of a nearby diffuse scattering peak

(75 , 1,
4
5). After more than 300 fs the peak intensity becomes indistinguishable from diffuse

scattering. No further information could be extracted from this intensity in experiment.

(bottom) Mean-square atomic displacement as a function of time received from the structure

factor intensities by time-dependent Debye-Waller theory (colors) and obtained by ab initio

molecular dynamics (black dashed). [ZZK15]

(See middle panel of Fig. 3.16). In this case, the diffraction peak intensity of Bragg

peaks becomes indistinguishable from the diffuse scattering and therefore contains no

further information of the crystalline structure. This also marks the limits of time-

dependent Debye-Waller theory. Although, the different decay times characteristic for

nonthermal melting could in principle be described by time-dependent Debye-Waller

theory it remains an approximation for small, isotropic displacements. Explicitly the

time-dependent intensity Ihkl(t) is computed within Debye-Waller theory by

Ihkl(t) = I0hkle
(−q2〈u2〉(t))/3 . (3.6)
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Figure 3.17: Phonon band structure of the ground state (dashed grey) and for the laser-

excited state (colors) with an electronic temperature of Te = 25262 K. The excited phonon

band structure was decomposed in the different phonon branches, here, TA (red), LA

(violet), LO (light blue), and TO (purple). Almost throughout the Brillouin zone imaginary

phonon frequencies appear, here plotted as negative frequencies, indicating a repulsive

energy surface in this particular direction. [ZZK15]

I0hkl describes the initial intensity before the laser pulse. Larger and/or anisotropic

displacements are the reason, why the extracted root-mean-square atomic displacement

by time-dependent Debye-Waller theory starts to differ for displacements larger than

1 Å from the ab initio computed one (bottom panel of Fig. 3.16). In summary, the

different decay times for different diffraction peaks are in contrast to thermal melting,

where the peaks are assumed to decay collectively on the same timescale. Therefore,

the non-concerted decay of the Bragg peak intensities, in principle described by time-

dependent Debye-Waller theory, is an indication for nonthermal melting.

The changes in the phonon band structure after an intense femtosecond-laser exci-

tation are tremendous. An overall phonon softening within the Brillouin zone results

from the excitation of electrons from bonding states into anti-bonding states. Whereas

the optical phonons, in particular the transverse optical ones, gets closer by the soft-

ening a dramatic change is induced in the acoustic branches. Especially the transverse

acoustic phonon directions are destabilized by an intense femtosecond-laser pulse. The

repulsive energy landscape, which is the underlying reason for the destabilization, con-

tains imaginary phonon frequencies that are plotted as negative frequencies. Almost,
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throughout the Brillouin zone the transverse acoustic phonon modes become imaginary,

representing a repulsive ion-ion interaction into this direction.

Figure 3.18: Averaged atomic temperature as a function of time after the laser excitation.

(Inset) Magnified atomic temperature for the last part of the simulation.

As explained above the atoms are accelerated into the direction of those laser-

induced instabilities within the first steps of nonthermal melting. The gain of kinetic

energy Ekin could be seen in the computed atomic temperature TI , which is related by

TI(t) =
2 · Ekin

3(NI − 1)kB
, (3.7)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Figure 3.18 shows the averaged value for TI .

Surprisingly, the ionic temperature drops within the first tens of fs after the excitation.

This is caused by the extraction of potential energy by the excitation.

However, this equilibration process is quickly superimposed by the atomic acceler-

ation. The ionic system gains very quickly kinetic energy equivalent to an ionic tem-

perature of around 1200K. This is still below the thermal melting threshold of silicon.

Additionally, it can not be seen as an evidence for thermal melting, because this would

change the order of cause and effect. In the case of thermal melting kinetic energy is

absorbed by the ionic system until it is high enough to overcome the slightly changed

interatomic bonding. In contrast, in the nonthermal case the interatomic bonding is

dramatically changed, which causes an acceleration and the ensuing gaining of kinetic

energy by the atoms.
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Figure 3.19: The evolution of the complete ~q-dependent structure function in time.[ZZK15]

Nevertheless, the atoms gain surprisingly a lot of kinetic energy during the non-

thermal process, as already mentioned in Ref. [39]. Although, we could show that for

intensities near the melting threshold, where over the barrier melting is predominant,

the atomic systems remains near room temperature. [ZZG14] This is no longer valid

in the case of intense laser excitations highly above the nonthermal melting threshold.

In this case the atoms become accelerated until the kinetic energy is comparable to a

thermodynamic state of TI ≈ 1200 K. The atomic deceleration caused by an increasing

scattering rate equilibrates the atomic kinetic energy and even could slightly decrease

it.
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3.4 Energy flow in reciprocal space

Figure 3.12 of the previous section already indicates the importance of particular

phonon types for the nonthermal melting process. We could show the dominant con-

tribution of transverse acoustic phonons to the ultrafast disordering process. Never-

theless, in the previous analysis we averaged the contribution of one phonon type over

the whole Brillouin zone. In other words, we averaged, e.g., over transverse acoustic

phonons with different q vectors. Here, we would like to identify the predominantly

driving phonon directions to nonthermal melting by computing the contribution of

phonons belonging to the same q point. For this we performed ab initio molecular dy-

namics simulations with NI = 512 atoms in the supercell. This cell was chosen because

it has a sufficient q-point density in reciprocal space and contains relevant q-points for

nonthermal melting, like, the L-point. The ionic system was initialized at TI = 316 K.

Figure 3.20: The total mean-square atomic displacement for the first 1.8 ps for three

different excitations slightly above the nonthermal melting threshold. In particular, 8.4%

(dark blue), 8.8% (orange), and 9.7% of valence electrons is excited, respectively. At all

shown excitations the crystal melts nonthermally in the absence of lattice instabilities.

As we already discussed for laser intensities near the nonthermal melting threshold

the structural loss is attributed to over the barrier motion of the atoms. Again, this is

possible if the initial kinetic energy of the atoms is high enough to overcome the laser-

softened interatomic bonding. Figure 3.20 shows the total mean-square displacement

for three different laser intensities slightly above the nonthermal melting threshold. The

laser intensity is indicated by the number of excited valence electrons, here, n = 8.4, 8.8,

and 9.7%. This corresponds to laser-induced electronic temperatures of 17052, 176684,

and 18947 K, respectively. At this level of excitation no lattice instabilities appear

within the Brillouin zone. Still, the Lindemann criterion is reached for all numbers of
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Figure 3.21: (left panel) Marked high symmetry points in a wedge of the Brillouin zone

that contains all q points of our used supercell. (middle panel) The q dependent mean

square atomic displacement indicated by spheres localized at the corresponding q-point.

The radius of the sphere correlates to the mean-square displacement. Here, t = 1000 fs

after the laser excitation. (right panel) The mean-square atomic distribution in the q-space

at t = 2000 fs after the excitation. The electronic temperature is Te = 17052 K.

excited valence electrons within less than 500 fs, indicating melting of the crystalline

system. For the lowest excitation density n = 8.4 % a deceleration of the atomic

motion is visible between 200 and 400 fs. At this time the atoms reached the interatomic

potential barrier. In order to identify in which direction the atoms overcome the barrier

first we analyzed the phonon system and its energy flow by projecting the mean-square

atomic displacement on all phonons with the same ~q. Therefore, we computed the

phonon eigenvectors in the laser-excited state and grouped the ones belonging to the

same q point. Figure 3.21 (left panel) shows an irreducible wedge of the Brillouin

zone that contains all q points within our supercell. The middle panel of Fig. 3.21

shows the q-resolved mean-square displacement 1 ps after the excitation of 8.4% of the

valence electrons. The shown spheres are centered at the associated q-points of the

Brillouin zone. The radius of the spheres indicates the respective contribution to the

mean-square displacement. The right panel of Fig. 3.21 shows the situation after 2 ps.

Surprisingly, the melting does not take place at q-points at the Brillouin zone boundary

but at q-points that are located near the Γ point. In particular, the phonon direction

(0.25, 0, 0) seems to be driving the over the barrier motion. More quantitatively, we

plotted the q-point associated mean-square displacement along paths between high-

symmetry points of the Brillouin zone (Fig. 3.22). Remarkably, the atoms overcome the

interatomic potential barrier into directions associated with small q, which corresponds

to phonons that had already a large amplitude in the initial state. The reason for this

is, that those q-points undergo the most drastic changes in the interatomic bonding.

Therefore, two effects sum up. First, the potential energy barrier is changed the most

into directions of phonons that have the largest displacements already in the beginning.

Second, the contribution of phonons with higher q starts with an offset indicating that
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Figure 3.22: Averaged mean-square atomic displacement projected on different ~q points

along paths of the Brillouin zone at an induced electronic temperature of Te = 17052 K,

respectively, n = 8.4% of the valence electrons are excited.

phonon-phonon interactions have to transfer energy into these modes before they can

contribute to the melting process.

Since the initial thermal energy of the phononic system seems to plays an impor-

tant role, we analyzed the phonon energy distribution at a laser induced electronic

temperature of Te = 18315 K, whereas the atomic system is initialized at TI = 77

K. This excitation strength excites 9.3% of valence electrons, which does not induce
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lattice instabilities but is enough to induce nonthermal melting in the presence of room

temperature atoms. Figure 3.23 shows the obtained q-resolved mean-square displace-

Figure 3.23: Time-dependent oscillations in the q-resolved mean-square atomic displace-

ment for an induced electronic temperature of Te = 18315 K, 9.3% of excited valence

electrons, respectively. The crystalline system does not melt at this high induced electronic

temperature since the atomic initial temperature is TI = 77 K. The initial kinetic energy

of the atoms is too low to overcome the interatomic bonding.

ment contributions. For this cooled atomic system oscillations occur. Strikingly, the

same low q phonon directions that are predominantly driving the nonthermal melting
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process show the largest oscillations. Those oscillations can be attributed to thermal

phonon squeezing. An effect that precurses nonthermal melting at fluences below the

Figure 3.24: ~q-resolved decomposition of the mean-square atomic displacement for different

excitation strength that excited 8.4 (left column), 8.8 (middle column), and 9.3 % (right

column) of the valence electrons.

nonthermal melting threshold, indicating that the system is not melting due to the

lack of initial thermal energy. The only possibility to induce a nonthermal disordering

process at such low or even lower atomic temperatures is an excitation that induces

lattice instabilities. In this case, the atoms will be accelerated into the directions of

the lattice instabilities. For room temperature ions we showed that the kinetic energy

is high enough to overcome the interatomic potential barrier at an induced number of

excited valence electrons of n = 8.4%. At this excitation nonthermal melting is domi-

nated by very low q-point phonons. For increasing laser-intensity the melting directions

change. Figure 3.24 shows a comparison of the mean-square displacement for 8.4, 8.8,

and 9.3% of excited valence electrons. With increasing laser intensity the importance

of near Γ-point phonons decreases. At an excitation level where 8.8% of the valence

electrons is excited the predominant melting direction is attributed to L-point phonons.

For even higher excitations the importance of particular phonon directions nearly van-

ishes. The crystal is destabilized in nearly every direction equally. Although, the

differences between the q-points becomes small, the contribution of X-point phonons

is quantitatively the most pronounced.
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Figure 3.25: (a) Phonon band structure of the ground state and in the presence of 10.6%

excited valence electrons. At this level of excitation a lattice instability occurs at the L -

point. (b) Averaged mean-square displacement projected into the direction of the lattice

instability and X - point phonons. The inset shows the potential energy surface for atomic

displacements into the directions of the X- and the L-point.

We like to note, that all above mentioned results are obtained in the absence of

a lattice instability. That means, interatomic bonding is still attractive within the

whole Brillouin zone. But for increasing laser-intensity lattice instabilities will occur.

As shown in the left panel of Fig. 3.25 a lattice instability at the L-point occurs in

the phonon band structure at an excitation level of n = 10.6%. Surprisingly, the

predominant melting direction is still attributed to X-point phonons (Fig. 3.25 (b)).

Although, the potential energy surface becomes repulsive in the immediate vicinity

of the L-point, it remains attractive for larger distances (Inset of Fig. 3.25 (b)). In

contrast, the potential energy surface near the X-point. Here, the interatomic bonding

is attractive at the X-point, but becomes repulsive for longer displacements. The

atoms are therefore accelerated predominantly into the X-direction, although a lattice

instability is present in the L-point. The time-dependent kinetic energy of phonons

attributed to the X- and the L-point, shown in Fig. 3.26, supports this finding. Within

the first 200 fs the phonons of the X -point gain almost twice as much kinetic energy as

the ones of the L-point. The following kinetic energy decrease appears due to phonon-

phonon interactions. We like to note, that for an atomic temperature of 77 K or less the

crystalline order would disappear mainly by atomic motions into the L-point direction,

as we discussed above.
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Figure 3.26: Atomic temperature of phonons related to the X- and L-point, representing

the corresponding kinetic energies.
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CHAPTER 4

Fundamental speed limit of

nonthermal melting

In 2009 G. Sciaini et al. published a work in Nature on ’Electronic acceleration of

atomic motions and disordering in bismuth’. [30] Within this work they investigated by

electron diffraction techniques the nonthermal induced phase transition from crystalline

bismuth into a disordered state. As one can read in the abstract they found

’... that the dynamics of the phase transition depend strongly on the excitation

intensity, with melting occurring within 190fs (that is, within half a period of the un-

perturbed A1g lattice mode 6,7,8) at the highest excitation. We attribute the surprising

speed of the melting process to laser-induced changes in the potential energy surface of

the lattice,... ’. [30]

Impressed by the ultrafast melting speed we investigated in collaboration with S.

Epp, M. Hada, and D. R. J. Miller a fundamental speed limit of nonthermal melting.

Unfortunately, bismuth can not be simulated using CHIVES, because of not imple-

mented relativistic effects, like, spin-orbit coupling. Therefore, we used the isostruc-

tural element antimony and our test system silicon. In order to indicate a time limit

we performed ab initio dynamics simulations on both systems for excitation densities

between ≈ 10 % and ≈ 45 % using an increment of 5 %. The ionic systems of both

elements were initialized near room temperature. The quantities were averaged over

ten independent molecular dynamics simulation runs. Within these runs the potential

energy surface is computed by CHIVES on the fly at every time step of the simulation

without any further parameters. Therefore, they contain the full phonon-phonon and

coherent electron-phonon interactions. The effects of incoherent electron-phonon in-

teraction are not considered. In general, we can not be sure that the total timescale of

nonthermal melting is substantially influenced by those interactions. Nevertheless, we
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are in the same line as the authors of Ref. [30], which attribute laser-induced nonther-

mal melting for very intense femtosecond-laser pulses to the changes in the interatomic

potential energy surface.

4.1 Ab initio results for silicon

Figure 4.1: Averaged time-dependent mean-square atomic displacement for bulk silicon at

different excitation densities ranging between 10 % and ≈ 45 %, which is well above the

nonthermal melting threshold.

In the case of silicon we performed ab initio molecular dynamics simulations using

a supercell of NI = 1000 atoms with periodic boundary conditions. The excitation

strength is set by the electronic temperature, which is constant throughout the simu-

lated time after the excitation. In particular, we adjusted the electronic temperature

to 19200, 27000, 33000, 42500, 52000, 64100, 76000, and 90000 K, in order to ob-

tain electron-hole densities of n = 10.0, 15.3, 19.0, 24.5, 29.3, 34.9, 39.8, and 44.7 %,

respectively. Figure 4.1 shows the ensuing mean-square atomic displacement to the

attributed excitation. The curve corresponding to an induced excitation density of

10.0 % slowly increases due to absence of lattice instabilities at this number of excited

electrons. The thermalized atoms have to overcome the laser-reduced interatomic bar-

rier. For higher intensities, in the presence of laser-induced lattice instabilities, the

mean-square curves pass the Lindemann criterion in less than 150 fs. Quantitatively,

the mean-square atomic displacement of 1 Å is reached within ≈ 316 fs for an in-

duced excitation density of 10 %, whereas only ≈ 84 fs are needed for n = 44.7 %.

Consequently, the slope of the curves increase with increasing excitation strength. We

also found that the fractional diffusive period becomes shorter for higher excitations.

Although, the total mean-square displacement differs on longer timescales for different

excitation densities, the first tens of femtoseconds seems identical for all excitation
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strengths, which implies that the first steps of the acceleration process are identical

and therefore not dependent on the laser-excitation strength

Figure 4.2: Time-evolution of the (111) structure peak intensity for different excitation

densities between 10 and ≈ 45 % in silicon. The results are averaged over ten independent

runs. The width of the curves are twice the standard deviation.

This could be a physical reason for fundamental time limit of ultrafast melting,

which can not be overcome by increasing the laser intensity. We additionally computed

the time evolution of the normalized (111) structure peak intensity (See Fig. 4.2). As

we have seen in Sec. 3.3 this is the most resilient structure peak to femtosecond-laser

excitations in silicon. In the case of an induced electronic temperature of 19200 K

the peak intensity decreases from 95 % to 5 % takes almost 420 fs. For increasing

electronic temperatures this decay times decrease to 106 fs for Te = 42500 K and 72 fs

in the case of Te = 90000 K. Although, this decay time decreases and becomes indeed

very short for very intense laser pulses the initial intensity decrease from 100 to 95 %

only slightly changes. This first intensity reduction by 5 % is reached within 48, 34,

and 28 fs at electronic temperatures of 19200, 42500, and 90000 K, respectively. It

again implies that the first stages after the excitation are almost independent of the

excitation fluence and can therefore not be arbitrary short. Additionally, the increase

of the electronic temperature from 76000 to 90000 K, which excites roughly 5 % more

of the valence electrons reduces the decay time by only 4 fs from 76 to 72 fs. At lower

excitations, like, Te = 27000 K a comparable increase to 33000 K reduces the decay

time by 30 fs, which indicates that the decay time converges for increasing electronic

temperatures. Both, the converging decay time with increasing electronic temperature

and the only slightly varying first 5 % decay are indications for a fundamental speed

limit of nonthermal melting in silicon.

Very recently, we became able to perform ab initio molecular dynamics simulations

in the presence of a surface. Thus, we analyzed silicon in a thin film geometry re-
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garding a fundamental time limit of nonthermal melting. Surprisingly, the changed

geometric configuration has no remarkable effect on the timescales of nonthermal melt-

ing after very intense femtosecond-laser pulses. Unfortunately, for silicon we do not

have comparable experimental results at this high excitations.
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4.2 Ab initio results for antimony

For antimony we used an orthorhombic supercell with NI = 1008 atoms. It was

established by repeating the orthorhombic unitcell of 12 atoms (See Fig. 4.3) by 7 ×
4 × 3 in the x-, y-, and z-direction, respectively. Hence, the edge lengths of the

supercell become almost of the same size, which is an advantage for the computation

and therefore speeds up the simulation time. We had to use two k-points for the

electronic system in the x and y direction, whereas one k point in z-direction was

enough to obtain reliable and converged results. The electronic temperature was set

to 16000, 24000, 33000, 42000, 55000, 65000, 79000, and 92000 K, which correspond to

an induced electron-hole-pair density of n = 9.9, 14.9, 19.9, 24.7, 30.9, 35.2, 40.5, and

44.7 %, respectively.

Figure 4.3: Orthorhombic unit cell of antimony used in CHIVES. The internal lattice

parameters are given by a = 4.3007 Å b =
√
3a and c = 11.2221 Å.

Quite interesting is the behavior of the phonon density of states as a function of

the excitation in antimony. We visualized representative phonon densities for selected

laser-induced electronic temperatures in Fig. 4.4. For an electronic temperature in-

crease to 6000 K we observe an overall softening of the phonon frequencies compared

to the ground state (black solid line in Fig. 4.4). For increasing electronic temperature,

here, Te = 12000 K, imaginary frequencies occur in the acoustic branch of the phonon

spectrum, which are drawn as negative phonon frequencies indicating a repulsive po-

tential energy surface into this direction. The phonon frequencies of optical phonons

nearly become all the same, seen by the prominent peak in the phonon distribution

but are not extremely softened compared to the case of Te = 6000 K.
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Figure 4.4: Phonon density of states of antimony for different levels of excitation.

Therefore, a clear gap between the two main phonon types becomes visible. Our

simulation results indicate, that the induced electronic temperature of Te = 12000

K marks the threshold for nonthermal melting in solid antimony. It seems it marks

also the turning point for the optical phonon behavior. Whereas the high frequency

phonons were softened up to this excitation strength, they become hardened for further

increasing electronic temperatures, meaning that the whole branch is again shifted

towards higher phonon frequencies. The branch of the acoustic phonons is in contrary

shifted towards imaginary frequencies and becomes distributed over many different

frequencies, which causes the flattening of the peaks. Although, this is a result obtained

in the harmonic approximation it indicates that after an intense laser-excitation not the

whole potential energy surface becomes softer or even repulsive. Some regions of the

potential energy surface get stiffer than in the ground state. Further investigations are

needed to identify which regions of the Brillouin zone show in particular hardening at

this high excitation densities. Nevertheless, this finding will influence the nonthermal

melting process and therefore also the melting speed.

The structure of antimony is not fully defined by symmetry as in the case of sili-

con. Its unit cell can be interpreted by a distorted simple structure that was elongated

in the direction of a body diagonal. Therefore, an additional degree of freedom ap-

pears, the Peierl’s parameter, which describes the distortion strength. This fact makes

the structure more complex than silicon or other elements fully defined by symmetry.

Therefore, the attributed structure factors respond differently to changes in the crys-

talline structure. For example, some of the structure factors are sensitive to changes in

the direction of the Peierls parameter and are therefore used to detect the A1g mode,
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Figure 4.5: (left panel) Averaged structure peak intensity of the (111) peak in antimony

as a function of time for different excitation densities. The (111) peak is not present in the

simple cubic phase. (right panel) The same for the (100) peak

which is a coherent phonon excited at low laser-intensities in antimony. Others are

sensitive to the perpendicular direction.

As a consequence of this distorted structure the system contains structure peaks

that favours the simple cubic structure and increase if the Peierls parameter gets closer

to 0.25. Other peaks only appear by the distortion and therefore decrease if the Peierls

parameter reaches the value of 0.25. Taken as a whole, there is no particular structure

peak in antimony that describes the overall system, like, the (111) peak in silicon.

As a consequence we computed several diffraction peak intensities. In particular, we

computed the time-evolution of the eight first peaks of the structure function. We

observed mainly two different time-dependent behaviors of the computed structure

factor intensities. One is characterized by an ultrafast decay to zero intensity with a

subsequent increase to almost 30 – 50 % of the initial peak intensity. See for example

the time-dependent structure peak intensity of the (111) peak in Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.6: (left panel) Time dependence of the (110) peak intensity for different laser-

induced electronic temperatures. The (110) peak favors the simple cubic structure equally

to the (211) peak (right panel).
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Figure 4.7: (left panel) The (1− 10) peak intensity dependent on the time after the laser

excitation for different laser-induced electronic temperatures. Although the (1 − 10) peak

favors the simple cubic structure no substantial increase is visible after the excitation. (right

panel) In contrast the (211) peak intensity, which is not existent in the simple cubic phase.

Thereafter the peak is finally decaying. Only in the case near the nonthermal melt-

ing threshold of Te = 12000 K a further oscillation is observable before the intensity

is washed out close to zero. The (111) peak is not existent in the simple cubic phase.

Therefore, the high laser-induced electronic temperature induces an atomic motion to-

wards the simple cubic structure. Due to the high excitation the simple cubic structure

is not an extremum. Thus, the atoms are passing the simple cubic structure, indicated

by z = 0.25 and continue to move into this direction. At around 100 fs in the highest

excitation case of the (111) peak the situation is nearly inverted to the original struc-

ture. The atoms are nearly at their initial distance but on the other side measured

from the simple cubic distance. At lower excitation densities this would correspond to

an atomic over the barrier motion from one minima of the Peierls double well potential

into the other one. Note, that at these high intensities the double well potential is

no longer existent. Due to anharmonicities, decoherence and phonon-phonon interac-

tions the initial state is not reached. The first steps of nonthermal melting towards

the simple cubic structure are also visible in the other behaving group of structure

peaks, e.g., the (110) peak in Fig. 4.6. This sort of peaks show an inital increase of the

intensity after the laser excitation. Thereafter, the peak intensity decays on a much

slower timescale than in the case of, e.g., the (111) peak. To be more precise, the

slope of the initial decay of the (111) peak is much steeper than in the case of the

(110) peak. Surprisingly, the overall structure of the decay within these two different

behaviors stays the same for all computed excitations. As a consequence the antimony

crystal melts by passing the simple cubic structure, whereby the melting mechanism is

not dependent on the laser intensity. In contrast to silicon, the initial slopes directly

after the excitation for peaks not present in the simple cubic structure are dependent

on the excitation strength. In this directions of the Brillouin zone therefore no physical

reason for a time limit is present within the range of our calculations. In principle, it
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Figure 4.8: Averaged structure peak intensities for the (222) peak (left panel) and the

(210) peak (right panel) as a function of time.

could be arbitrary fast. Nevertheless, the decay time attributed to a peak intensity

decrease from 95 % to permanently under 5 % shows comparable results for both types

of peaks. At an induced electronic temperature of 16000 K the decay of the (111) peak

takes 389 fs, whereas we obtained a decay time of 315 fs in the case of the (200). For

the highest excitation the decay time decreases to 135 fs for the (111) peak and 90

fs for the (200) peak. Unfortunately, we could not observe a comparable nonthermal

melting time scale in experiments at an equal level of excitation, which were provided

by S. Epp and coworkers. The experimental data indicates a melting time of nearly

one order slower than our simulations at the same number of excited carriers. Further-

more, the experimental results, which are not shown here, give no indications on the

fast oscillations appearing in peak intensities that favour the distorted structure. It is a

still open process to identify physical important effects, which are absent in the actual

approach, that could explain the huge discrepancy between experiment and theory. In

addition, statistically more relevant experimental data has to be obtained at different

excitation densities.

We have to admit that all calculations and simulations were done using the same

basis set representing the valence electrons. Since this basis set is not optimized for

this high level of excitations, where nearly half of the valence electrons are excited, we

are aware of the fact that the obtained results are of qualitative nature.
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CHAPTER 5

Control of nonthermal melting

In the previous chapters we followed the atomic pathways during nonthermal melting

and identified the underlying melting mechanism in silicon. In this chapter the prior

gained knowledge is used to propose and discuss an atomic control mechanism at high

laser intensities. Goal of this control scheme is to induce a different atomic response

on the very same potential energy surface that shows nonthermal melting. This is very

appealing, since melting is a stochastic process in thermodynamical equilibrium, which

makes it, in principle, physically impossible to control the atomic output of such effect.

In addition, the control of properties and dynamics in matter at an atomistic level in

order to direct the system into a wanted macroscopic, technical relevant state is the goal

in the field of material processing. Recent developments showed that femtosecond-laser

pulses are an ideal tool to address and/or manipulate properties in matter, because of

pulse durations comparable to typical timescales of atomic motions in both, molecules

and solids. Furthermore, the ability to shape amplitude, phase, and polarization within

one pulse provides a variety of excitation channels. Physically the induced extreme non-

equilibrium state between electrons and atoms shortly after the laser excitation opens

a complete new possibility to influence structures far from thermal equilibrium. In this

framework of ultrafast excitations, we studied theoretically the possibility to control

the atomic motion during the ultrafast melting process in silicon. Our results on laser-

excited silicon indicate that in the laser excited nonthermal case some coherences can

be preserved or even created. This allows us to stop or redirect atomic motions in a

solid that would cause an ultrafast disordering process by light.
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5.1 Intermediate phonon squeezed states

As shown in Chapter 3 the laser-induced disordering process at excitations near the

nonthermal melting threshold is attributed to over-the-barrier motion of the atoms in

particular directions. The kinetic energy to overcome the interatomic barrier is pro-

vided by the initial thermal energy near room temperature. In order to be able to

control the structural response in the presence of laser-softened potential barriers the

atomic motion in the indicated melting directions has to be stopped or at least dra-

matically decelerated. In order to get access to those particular phonon modes the

system is primarily excited into an intermediate state below the nonthermal melting

threshold, which shows predominantly thermal phonon squeezing. The ensuing co-

herent oscillations in the mean-square atomic displacements are caused by the same

phonon directions that cause over-the-barrier melting. This allows to access the partic-

ular phonon modes in order to modify them. If a second pulse is applied at the turning

points of the phonons that cause nonthermal melting the biggest amount of potential

energy is extracted from those phonon modes. As a consequence the corresponding

kinetic energy is decreased, which gives the opportunity to redirect the atomic motion

within the highly excited potential energy surface.

As a proof of principle we calculated the response of one particular phonon mode

in the harmonic approximation.

5.2 Control mechanism in the harmonic Approxi-

mation for one particular phonon mode

After a femtosecond-laser excitation the time-dependent displacement u(t) and the

corresponding velocity v(t) of a particular phonon mode with ground state frequency

ω0 can be written in the harmonic approximation as

u(t) = u0 cos(ωt) +
1

ω
v0 sin(ωt) (5.1)

v(t) = −u0ω sin(ωt) + v0 cos(ωt) , (5.2)

where u0 is the initial displacement at t = 0, v0 is the initial phonon velocity, and ω

is the corresponding phonon frequency in the laser-excited state. For a system that

was thermalized at TI before the laser pulse, the initial displacements and velocities
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are given by the corresponding Maxwell relations

fu(TI) =

√

mω2
0

2πkBTI
e
−

mω2
0

2kBTI
u2

0 (5.3)

fv(TI) =

√
m

2πkBTI
e

m
2kBTI

v2
0 . (5.4)

Here, fu(TI) is the thermal distribution for the displacements and fv(TI) for the ve-

locities. m is the atomic mass and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The mean value of

u2(t) is gained by integrating over all possible displacements and initial velocities. It

reads

< u2(t) > =

∫ ∫

du0dv0

√

mω2
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2πkBTI
e
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0

2kBTI
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0 ·
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·
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The expansion of the product gives three terms

=
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︸ ︷︷ ︸
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∫
dx·x·e−αx2=0

, (5.6)

whereby the third term equals zero in any case. Using the relations

∫ ∞

0

dxx2 · e−α2x2

=

√
π

4α3
, α > 0 (5.7)

and ∫ ∞

0

dxe−α2x2

=

√
π

2α
, α > 0 (5.8)

we can solve the integrations of term one and two in Eq. 5.5. As a results we get

< u2(t) > = cos2(ωt) · mω0
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, (5.9)
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which can be reduced to

< u2(t) >= cos2(ωt) · kBTI
mω2

0

+
1

ω2
· sin2(ωt) · kBTI

m
. (5.10)

In order to find the optimal time for the second excitation we compute the maximum

of the mean-square displacement < u2(t) >. Therefore,

∂ < u2(t) >

∂t
!
= 0

= sin(2ωt) ·
[
kBTI
m

(−1

ω2
0

+
1

ω2

)]

. (5.11)

For time tmax = π
2ω

the mean-square displacement < u2(t) > reaches its maximum. At

this point, the turning point of the induced atomic motion in the new laser-changed

potential, we want to apply a second pulse. The absolute displacement and velocity at

tmax = π
2ω

are

u(tmax) = u0 · cos
(

ω · π
2ω

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+
v0
ω

sin
(

ω · π
2ω

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=1

=
v0
ω

≡ u1 (5.12)

v(tmax) = −u0ω · sin
(

ω · π
2ω

)

+ v0 cos
(

ω · π
2ω

)

= −u0ω ≡ v1 (5.13)

These are used as initial values for the displacement and velocity for the second pulse

v1 = v(tmax) = −u0ω
u1 = u(tmax) =

v0
ω
.

For times larger tmax we substitute t
′ = t−tmax. The phonon frequency within the laser-

induced potential after the second laser pulse is ω1. The functions for the displacements

and velocities we can now write analogously to Eq. 5.1 for times after the second laser

pulse

u1(t
′) = u1 cos(ω1t

′) +
v1
ω1

sin(ω1t
′)

=
v0
ω

cos(ω1t
′)− u0

ω

ω1

sin(ω1t
′) (5.14)

v1(t
′) = −u1ω1 sin(ω1t

′) +
v1
ω1

ω1 cos(ω1t
′)

= −ω1

ω
v0 sin(ω1t

′)− u0ω cos(ω1t
′) . (5.15)
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The expression of the mean-square atomic displacement < u21(t
′) > is equivalent to

< u2(t′) > obtained after the first pulse (see Eq. 5.5). Therefore, the mathematical

steps are the same as shown above. As a result we obtain

< u21(t
′) >= cos2(ω1t

′) · 1

ω2
· kBTI
m

+ sin2(ω1t
′) · α

2ω2

ω2
1

· kBTI
mω2

0

. (5.16)

The softening of the phonon frequency after the excitation can be expressed by a scalar

factor. The phonon frequency ω after the first laser pulse is expressed by ω = αω0.

After the second pulse the change in the phonon frequency is described by ω1 = βω0.

As a consequence, we get

< u21(t
′) >= cos2(ω1t

′) · 1

α2ω2
0

· kBTI
m

+ sin2(ω1t
′) · α

2ω2
0

β2ω2
0

· kBTI
mω2

0

. (5.17)

The maximum of the mean-square atomic displacement after the second pulse is ob-

tained by

∂ < u21(t
′) >

∂t′
!
= 0

=
kBTI
m

· sin(2ω1t
′) ·

[
ω2

ω2
1ω

2
0

− 1

ω2

]

. (5.18)

With the expressions for ω and ω1 we could obtain the overall maximum of < u21(t
′) >

by

max
(
< u2(t′) >

)
=
kBTI
mω2

0

max

(
1

α2
,
α2

β2

)

⇒ max

(
1

α2
,
1

γ2

)

,

where β was substituted by α · γ. Finally, we get an relation out of this formalism

for the phonon softening parameters α and β. In order to get an maximal value for

< u21(t
′) > our computations show, that α =

√
β. Inserting this relation into Eq. 5.17

we obtain

< u21(t
′) >=

1

α2ω2
0

· kBTI
m

, (5.19)

which is not depending on time anymore. The constant mean-square atomic displace-

ment after the second pulse indicates that kinetic energy can be extracted from the

system using two time-delayed pulses, which in the end stopped the atomic motion.

At least in the harmonic approximation our calculations show the possibility to change

the response of a particular phonon to laser-excitation using firstly an excitation that

induces coherent oscillations attributed to thermal phonon squeezing. Secondly, the

system evolves in the laser-changed potential energy surface till the mean-square atomic
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distribution reaches its maximum width. Finally, a second pulse is applied at this mo-

ment that excites the system above the nonthermal melting threshold. In a mechanical

analogue the first femtosecond-pulse would correspond to an out-of-equilibrium exci-

tation of a pendulum that induces an oscillatory behavior. When the mass reaches its

maximal deflection the energy of the second excitation is used to shift the suspension

point in such a way that the pendulum is in equilibrium. However, the situation is

exceptionally more difficult in the case of a solid. Phonon-phonon interactions and

anharmonicities in the potential energy surface have a big impact on the success of a

possible control mechanism. Especially, the moment for the second pulse is not triv-

ial to find, because of non-equally softened phonon frequencies after the laser pulse.

Nevertheless, we applied this kind of excitation scheme to laser-excited silicon in the

framework of electronic-temperature dependent density functional theory.

5.3 Ab initio results

For our ab initio molecular dynamics simulations that contain the full picture of in-

teractions within a solid we used a supercell with N = 1000 atoms. Using the har-

monic approximation and true random numbers the ionic system was initialized near

room temperature. In total we simulated the first 900 fs after the excitation. As al-

ready mentioned above, the laser-excitation is modeled by an instant increase of the

electronic temperature Te, representing delta-like pulses. The laser-induced electronic

temperature ranges in our performed molecular dynamics simulations between 11000

and 18000 K. Due to the absence of incoherent electron-phonon coupling the electronic

temperature does not decrease during the simulation time. For all sets of electronic

temperatures we performed ten independent runs, which were averaged in order to

obtain statistical relevant results. Besides the mean-square displacement we computed

the time dependence of the normalized (111) structure peak intensity by

I111(t) =
1

N2
I /2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

NI∑

j=1

e2πi q·rj(t)/a

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

, (5.20)

with q = (1, 1, 1), a the internal lattice parameter of silicon, and rj(t) the time-

dependent position of the j-th atom. Figure 5.1(top panel) shows the time evolution

of the (111) peak intensity for four different electronic temperatures between 14842

K and 17684 K. For the lowest electronic temperature the normalized peak intensity

only slightly changes with appearing oscillations. These oscillations are characteristic

for thermal phonon squeezing (See Sec. 3.1). At this excitation density the crystalline

structure, in particular the bonding directions, stays intact. The decrease of the peak

intensities for higher electronic temperatures indicates the loss of structural order,
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Figure 5.1: (top panel) Normalized peak intensity of the (111) structure peak as a function

of time after a single femtosecond-laser pulse excitation for four different laser-induced

electronic temperatures near the ultrafast melting threshold. (bottom panel) Temporal

evolution of the mean-square atomic displacements computed directly from the molecular

dynamics simulation data (colored curves) and from the peak intensities via Debye-Waller

theory (solid lines). (Inset) Sketch of the idea using an intermediate state for controlling

the atomic motion during ultrafast melting. Note, the offsets in both panels are caused by

the initial atomic conditions near room temperature.

which appears faster for increasing electronic temperature. The mean-square atomic

displacements at those excitation strengths contain the three characteristic nonther-

mal melting steps obtained in Sec. 3.2. Note, that at all shown laser-induced electronic

temperatures no lattice instabilities occur within the Brillouin zone. Therefore, as

already mentioned before, the atoms overcome the interatomic potential barriers by

their initial kinetic energy. Instead of this known structural modification by a single

femtosecond-laser excitation, we want to apply in a next step our excitation scheme
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Figure 5.2: Ultrafast cooling of the ionic system after the double-pulse excitation at t = 0

fs and t2 = 126 fs, raising the electronic temperature to Te1 = 14842 K and Te2 = 17368

K, respectively. The ionic temperatures for excitations using only a single pulse to achieve

the same electronic temperatures Te1 , Te2 are shown as a reference.

that allows to redirect the atomic motion. Therefore, we used the simulation data

slightly below the nonthermal melting regime at Te = 14842 K as a starting point. It

represents the intermediate state used in our harmonic approximation that predomi-

nantly shows thermal phonon squeezing. As time for the second pulse t2 we chose the

maximum of the total mean-square atomic displacement. Though, this time does not

directly correspond to a particular oscillation period of a laser-softened phonon that

causes over the barrier melting, but appears close to the time when the long wavelength

phonons are on average at their maximum displaced positions. Consequently, the elec-

tronic temperature is increased at t2 = 126 fs from Te = 14842 K to Te = 17368 K

over the nonthermal melting threshold. Using this delayed dual excitation we are able

to extract kinetic energy from the atoms (Fig. 5.2). After the second pulse the atomic

temperature decreases to the same order as after a single pulse excitation at the same

level of excitation strength. However, it stays at this laser-decreased value within the

ongoing simulation, whereas it starts to increase after few hundreds of femtoseconds

after a single pulse excitation. The atoms are cooled constantly, which results in a

temperature difference of more than 30 K within our simulation time compared to a

single pulse excitation. The crystalline structure remains intact after the second pulse

indicated by the evolution of the peak intensity, shown in Fig. 5.3. In the case of the

double pulse excitation the peak intensity only drops by ≈ 6%, whereas a single pulse

to the same laser-induced electronic temperature decreases the intensity by nearly 60%.

With our proposed excitation scheme the the disordering atomic motion was hindered,

or at least delayed to much later times after the first femtosecond-laser pulse.
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Figure 5.3: Time-evolution of the (111) peak intensity after a double pulse excitation with

a time delay of t2 = 126 fs. The first pulse excites the electronic system to an electronic

temperature of Te1 = 14842 K, whereas the second pulse raises the electronic temperature to

Te2 = 17368 K. As a reference, the time-evolution of the peak intensities after a single-pulse

excitation at t = 0 fs for the electronic temperatures Te1 and Te2 are shown.

Even if this result showed already the principle possibility to control the atomic

motion either going over the barrier or not, we like to note, that our choice to apply the

second pulse at the maximum of the mean-square atomic displacement is not obvious.

Therefore, we investigated the influence of a variation of t2 to the crystal response and

found, by computing the averaged value of the mean square atomic displacement after

900 fs that the time of the first maximum in the mean-square atomic displacement is the

optimal moment to apply the second pulse. Although, this time does not correspond

to an oscillation period of phonons that drive nonthermal melting, the extraction of

kinetic energy from those phonons seems to be most efficient. For experiments this is a

big advantage, because this moment in time could easily be determined within the same

experiments. Although, the increasing error bars in the mean square displacements of

the atoms after t = 800 fs show that the two pulses seem not to be the end of a complete

optimization process. We therefore simulated also a triple pulse excitation, in which the

final induced electronic temperature equal again Te = 17368 K. The problem became

now a four dimensional one with two parameters for the induced electronic temperature

by pulse one (Te1) and two (Te2) and two parameters for the moment of excitation with

pulse two (t2) and three (t3). We performed a bunch of simulations for various pairs

of electronic temperatures Te1 , and Te2 and different excitation times t2 and t3. We

found, that for the electronic temperature triple Te1 = 11052 K, Te2 = 16420 K and

Te3 = 17368 K induced at t = 0 fs, t2 = 84 fs, and t3 = 252 fs, respectively, the

crystalline structure is less affected than in the case of a double pulse excitation (Fig.

5.4). Surprisingly, the ionic temperature does not significantly differ from the one using

only two pulses. The moments of the excitations seem to be again optimal at the times
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Figure 5.4: (top panel) Normalized peak intensity as a function of time using a triple

pulse excitation, which excite the electronic system to Te1 = 11052 K, Te2 = 16420 K, and

Te3 = 17368 K, at t = 0 fs, t2 = 84 fs, and t3 = 252 fs, respectively. Pulses two and three

are indicated by vertical arrows. For comparison the zoomed data of Fig. 5.3 is shown.

(bottom panel) The time evolution of the respective ionic temperatures.

of the maxima of the corresponding mean-square-displacements. Although, the slope

of the peak intensity within the last 100 fs implies that we did not totally hinder the

ultrafast disordering but could at least postpone it. Reason for this could be that

our proposed control scheme corresponds not to the global minimum, since we did not

considered all possible parameters for Te, t2, and t3. In addition, we do not use any

restrictions for the amplitude, phase or polarization of the pulses in our approach, which

could also be beneficial for the optimization process. Thus, the performed optimization

is not complete. Nevertheless, the complex structure of the solid could in principle not

allow to completely stop the nonthermal melting motion. However, our results indicate

that an influence of the structural response with light is possible.
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In summary, we proposed for the first time a control mechanism in silicon, which

allows to direct the atomic motion on a highly excited potential energy surface. The

melting process induced by room temperature atoms going over the laser-modified

barrier could be stopped by femtosecond-laser cooling of phonons, that are predomi-

nantly driving the disordering. For this we introduced an intermediate state below the

melting threshold that shows thermal phonon squeezing, which is a phenomenon that

precurses ultrafast melting at lower fluences. The laser-induced oscillations involve the

same phonon directions that cause nonthermal melting at higher fluences. Therefore,

placing a second pulse at the first maximum of the oscillation in the mean-square atomic

displacement, allows to retain the crystalline structure of silicon on a highly excited

potential energy surface that would normally cause ultrafast melting. The results for

an excitation mechanism, in which the excitation is divided into three temporal sep-

arated pulses showed that the optimization process for the presented problem is not

finished, but needs further investigations from both, theory and experiments.
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CHAPTER 6

Coherent and incoherent electron-

phonon scattering in antimony

The appropriate description of electron-phonon interactions in femtosecond-laser ex-

cited solids is rather complex, as already mentioned above. The coherent part of

electron-phonon interactions is well described within our approach by the energy trans-

fer due to the laser-changed potential energy landscape. Nonthermal effects can there-

fore be well reproduced within the first picosecond after a femtosecond-laser excitation

in a variety of materials. Nevertheless, for studies that measure quantities for more than

1 ps after the excitation the consideration of incoherent electron-phonon interactions

is mandatory in order to describe the full physical picture. Furthermore, in several

materials the incoherent electron-phonon coupling can be very strong directly after

the excitation, like, in the case of strongly coupled optical phonons in graphite. [76]

The strength of this coupling is indicated by the electron-phonon coupling time τel−ph,

which represents the timescale on which the electronic and the ionic system share a

common temperature. Several theories, in particular for metals are available that al-

low to compute τel−ph for a variety of materials. Nevertheless, the number of possible

interaction channels that consider all possible phonon modes and all possible electronic

states is very high in solids, which increases the amount of computations. However, a

consistent description of coherent and incoherent electron-phonon scattering effects is

needed to understand the complete induced structural phenomena, which would help

to attribute obtained phenomena to a nonthermal and/or thermal origin.

In a collaboration with the experimental group of R. Ernstorfer and the theoretician

F. H. Valencia we investigated the coherent and incoherent energy transfer in antimony.

Using femtosecond electron diffraction L. Waldecker, who was the main investigator,

and coworkers measured the time evolution of particular diffraction peaks. Note, that

the experimental details can be found in Ref. [WVB17] and are not discussed in detail
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Figure 6.1: Snapshot of the used supercell containing 1440 antimony atoms projected in

the [100] direction.

within this thesis. F. H. Valencia contributed by computing an electronic-temperature

dependent coupling strength on an ab initio basis using the Allen formalism. For more

details on the formalism we refer the interested reader to Refs. [77, 78]. Here, we will

focus on our contribution to this work and the overall obtained findings.

Antimony crystallizes in the rhombohedral A7 structure described by a trigonal

rhombohedral cell. The primitive unit cell can be constructed by elongating a body

diagonal of a simple cubic cell. The strength of the distortion is given by the dimen-

sionless Peierls parameter z. Here, the internal Peierls parameter is z = 0.2344 in the

ground state, whereas z = 0.25 would correspond to a simple cubic structure. Due to

the distortion a Peierls instability in form of a double-well potential is induced in the di-

rection of the elongation. This is the reason for the characteristic long-short-long-short

distances between the atomic planes (Fig. 6.1). When a moderate femtosecond-laser

pulse excites crystalline antimony the potential energy is shifted in total compared

to the ground state. In addition, the corresponding positions of the minima of the

double-well potential are shifted. If the material-exciting pulse is sufficiently short

compared to phonon frequencies of the system, a coherent atomic motion is induced

due to displacive excitation. This coherent motion is induced in the direction of the

Peierls instability and is attributed to the A1g phonon mode. As a consequence, the
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Figure 6.2: Time dependence of the internal Peierls parameter at a laser-induced electronic

temperature of Te = 2000 K averaged over 20 independent simulation runs.

atomic planes start to oscillate. In particular, all atoms in a plane start to move en

bloc into the opposite direction as atoms of neighbouring planes. Besides the A1g mode

a twofold degenerated coherent motion Eg perpendicular to the direction of the Peierls

instability can be induced, which is not considered in this work, since their amplitude is

negligible small. The motion of the atomic planes attributed to the A1g mode is visible

in the Peierls parameter (Fig. 6.2). Here, shown for 20 independently performed ab

initio molecular dynamics simulations using a supercell with 1440 atoms. The induced

electronic temperature is Te = 2000 K, which was chosen close to the experimentally

obtained one in [WVB17]. Figure 6.2 indicates a laser-induced change of the Peierls

parameter from z = 0.2344 to z = 0.2352. In real space this corresponds to a shift of

the minima in the double-well potential by 9 · 10−13 m. The frequency of the coherent

A1g phonon mode in the laser-excited case is softened to νA1g
(2000K) = 3.9 THz, com-

pared to 4.5 THz at low excitations. [9] As one can see in Fig. 6.2, the amplitude of

the oscillation in the Peierls parameter is decreasing during the simulation time, which

indicates a decaying A1g phonon mode. S. Krylow and coworkers showed in [KZC17]

this decay can be attributed to three-phonon processes, in which the A1g phonon de-

cays into two acoustic phonons of half the A1g phonon frequency. Enabled by the large

supercell we computed the structure function for a scattering vector q up to 5.5 1/Å.

Figure 6.3 (top panel) shows the structure function of the ground state (black solid

line) and for t = 135 fs after the excitation (red solid line). At this time the oscillation

of the Peierls parameter reaches its first maximum of ≈ 0.2358. Since the absolute

change between both functions is relatively small we plotted the difference between the

two functions, shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 6.3. Basically, three different behav-

iors of the structure peak intensities are obtained. First, some of the intensities are

decreasing with increasing Peierls parameter. Second, some peak intensity increases
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Figure 6.3: (top panel) Complete structure function for scattering vectors up to q = 5.5 1/Å,

before the femtosecond-laser excitation (black solid line) and t = 135 fs after the excitation

(red solid line). (bottom panel) Difference of the structure function in the ground state and

t = 135 fs after the excitation.

with increasing Peierls parameter. At last, some peaks seem to not changing at all in

the presence of hot electrons. This is an agreement to our discussion of the intensity

evolution in Sec. 4.2. The peak intensities that increase with increasing Peierls parame-

ter favour the simple cubic lattice with z = 0.25. In contrast, the decreasing intensities

correspond to peaks that are non-existing in the simple cubic structure but appear by

the distortion. The third class of peaks is sensitive to atomic motions perpendicular

to the A1g phonon mode and therefore not sensitive to the induced oscillations. More

explicitly, we calculated the time evolution after the femtosecond excitation for the first

14 scattering vectors that fulfill the Bragg condition in the antimony crystal (See Fig.

6.4). For better comparison of the different behavior after the excitation the structure

peak intensity was normalized to one at t = 0, i.e., before the excitation. The peaks

labeled by (111), (100), (221), (210), (−111), (322), (311) are very sensitive to the
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Figure 6.4: (top panel) Normalized structure peak intensity as a function of time after the

femtosecond-laser excitation for the first seven structure peaks in the structure function

with increasing scattering vector ~q. (bottom panel) The second set of seven structure peaks

in the order of their appearance in the structure function. The width of the shown curves

is twice the standard deviation.

coherent A1g phonon mode and the corresponding changes in the Peierls parameter

since they would disappear in the simple cubic phase. In order to identify nonthermal

driven effects, i.e., phenomena that can be explained by coherent electron-phonon scat-

tering we compared our ab initio molecular dynamics results with experimental findings

within the first picosecond after the excitation. Due to the temporal width of the used

electron bunch in the experiment our results were convoluted by a Gaussian that has a

full width at half maximum of 200 fs. The amplitude of the obtained oscillations were

scaled by 0.9, 0.9, and 1.35 for the (111), (110), and (210) peak, respectively. Note,

that the (210) peak is labeled in the experiment (120) due to the crystal orientation.
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Figure 6.5: Relative peak intensity as a function of time for several structure factor in-

tensities obtained by experiment (colored symbols). Corresponding molecular dynamics

simulation data (black solid line). [WVB17]

The re-scaling of our computed results is necessary because the excitation strength was

adjusted in our simulations to an estimate of the laser-induced electronic temperature

in experiment. In addition, it is very difficult to measure an absolute intensity change

of a single diffraction peak in the used experimental setup. [WVB17] However, the de-

scription of the laser-induced coherent phonon in antimony within the first picosecond

after the excitation can be well described by ab initio molecular dynamics simulations

not considering the incoherent electron phonon coupling (See Fig. 6.5).

For completeness, we will briefly sketch the investigation of the induced incoherent

electron-phonon scattering. We refer the interested reader to Ref. [WVB17], in which

the analysis is explained in more detail. The incoherent electron-phonon coupling was

quantified by a Two-Temperature Model (TTM) of the form

Ce(Te)
∂Te
∂t

= −gep(Te)(Te − Tl) + S(t− t0) (6.1)

Cl
∂Tl
∂t

= gep(Te)(Te − Tl) . (6.2)
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Here, the electronic temperature dependent coupling strength gep(Te) was approxi-

mated by a linear dependence gep(Te) = g0ep + gTe, which was then fitted to the exper-

imental data. The specific heat of the lattice Cl was kept constant at Cl = 1.38 · 106
J/(m3K). The electronic heat capacity was computed as a function of time by ab initio

calculations. Explicitly, the derivative of the total energy was calculated with respect

to the electronic temperature at constant volume using CHIVES. S(t − t0) describes

the laser source approximated by a Gaussian that corresponds to the absorbed energy

density. The results for the mean-square atomic displacement of this model is com-

pared to experimental findings extracted from time-dependent diffraction intensities

via temperature-dependent Debye-Waller theory. This TTM approach could already

describe the overall atomic behavior after the excitation. Nevertheless, the incoherent

electron-phonon scattering is approximated by a rather simple function that is fitted

to the data. Therefore, in a next step the ab initio computed total electron-phonon

coupling strength from F. H. Valencia is used within the equations, instead of using it

as a degree of freedom, i.e., a fitting parameter. In this case, the mean-square atomic

displacement obtained by the computed electron-phonon coupling strength could not

reproduce the measured atomic motion. In particular, the optical phonon contribution

is underestimated if the energy transfer is equally distributed over all phonons. Consid-

ering the coupling strength to be different for acoustic and optical phonons the model

was extended to describe a nonthermal lattice. Therefore, we introduced a different

coupling strength for optical and acoustic phonons, which were again computed by ab

initio methods. In addition, an equilibration term gpp for the phononic system was

added. In fact, this extension towards a nonthermal lattice describing a non-unified

energy transfer between electrons and ions can describe the experimental findings in

moderate excited antimony. [WVB17]

Our results indicate, that the complexity of laser-induced structural changes that

include coherent and incoherent electron-phonon scattering needs to be addressed by

a combination of experiment and theory. In particular, we showed that the regular

TTM approach using a single electron-phonon coupling term oversimplifies the direct

energy transfer from electrons to ions. The microscopic investigation of electron-phonon

scattering is therefore inevitable in order to describe the full physical picture of the

structural response after femtosecond-laser excitations.
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CHAPTER 7

Ultrafast phenomena near a surface

After the investigation of femtosecond-laser induced phenomena in bulk materials we

addressed the question on the influence of surfaces to laser-induced ultrafast effects

in silicon thin films. The broken symmetry at the surface changes the bonding prop-

erties of neighbouring atoms. In particular, it becomes weaker due to the absence of

corresponding bonding partners. Already in the ground state the atoms are recon-

structed near the surface. Considering this effect, surface atoms should be less resilient

to femtosecond-laser excitation. Though, at the same time the film has the ability

to expand. This is of interest since silicon is known to melt easier at higher pressure.

Therefore, the possible outward motion of the atoms could reduce the internal pressure,

which would lead to a stabilization of the crystalline structure. In both cases it would

have a big impact on laser-induced nonthermally driven phenomena. Since surfaces

are usually present in experimental setups the investigation of the influence of surfaces

to laser-induced phenomena on the sub-picosecond timescale by ab initio methods is

therefore necessary to provide more accurate and realistic theoretical results.

Enabled by the new implemented charge-density mixer in CHIVES [ZZK17] we

performed for the first time ab initio molecular dynamics simulations for supercells

containing 720 silicon atoms in a thin film geometry. Therefore, the cubic unit cell is

repeated by 3 × 3 × 10 in the x, y, and z-direction, respectively. Whereas we used

periodic boundary conditions in the x and y direction a vacuum of 5.399 nm is at-

tached in the z-direction (Fig. 7.1). The thick vacuum layer is used in order to avoid

nonphysical interactions of atoms that are at the top surface with atoms at the bottom

surface. The thickness of the silicon film is also 5.399 nm, which is already compu-

tational very expensive. Due to the used symmetry the top layer is equivalent to the

bottom layer. In the presence of a surface the crystalline structure is not fully deter-

mined by symmetry arguments anymore. Especially, the atoms near the surface are

no longer in a minimum of the potential energy surface, which could result in artificial
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Figure 7.1: Snapshots of the used supercell containing 720 atoms projected in the [100]

direction. Above and below the film a vacuum of the same thickness is attached to avoid

interaction between the bottom and the top of the film. (left) The 5.399 nm thick silicon

film before the excitation. (right) The crystalline structure of the thin film after 2.4 ps at

a laser-induced electronic temperature of 17684 K.

forces acting on them. Therefore, the structure has to be relaxed. For this we used

the Fast Inertial Relaxation Engine (FIRE), [79] until the kinetic energy of the ionic

system becomes zero and the acting forces were negligible due to numerical arguments.

As one can see in the left panel of Fig. 7.1 the atoms near the surface are already

reordered in the ground state. In particular, the surface atoms move closer towards

neighbouring atoms by filling the free spaces of the diamond-like silicon crystal. After

the relaxation of the structure the ionic system was thermalized at TI = 300 K using

an Andersen thermostat. [80] When the ionic system reached the final temperature of

TI = 300 K we let the system run for additional 4 ps under the same conditions. By

taking every 800 fs snapshots of the atomic positions and the corresponding velocities

we created five initial configurations for our molecular dynamics simulations after the

laser excitation. The long period between the snapshots guaranteed non-correlated

initial configurations. We simulated the structural response for the first 2.4 ps after

the femtosecond excitation. The laser-induced electronic temperatures of 16420, 17052,
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Figure 7.2: Time evolution of the atomic planes for an induced electronic temperature

Te = 16420 K, well below the nonthermal melting threshold. The width of the lines is

attributed to the standard deviation.

17684, 18315, and 18947 K are selected around the nonthermal melting threshold for

bulk silicon, which corresponds to 52, 54, 56, 58, and 60 mHa, respectively. Figure

7.2 shows the time-evolution of the atomic layers after the laser-excitation inducing

an electronic temperature of Te = 16420 K. The position of the layer in z direction

is obtained by averaging the z position of the atoms belonging to the corresponding

layer in the ground state. The thickness of the lines indicates the standard deviation.

For this excitation strength below the nonthermal melting threshold a breathing of

the thin film is induced. However, the thickness of the lines stays almost constant,

which implies that the atoms within a layer move en bloc. It also indicates that the

crystalline structure is mostly preserved.

Figure 7.3: Averaged position of atomic planes as a function of time after the femtosecond-

laser excitation. The laser-induced electronic temperature is 17052 K.
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Figure 7.4: Atomic plane motion after a laser-excitation that induces an electronic temper-

ature of 17684 K. Indicating the times at which the different atomic planes start to move

(black solid line) gives insights into the sound velocity.

In particular, the characteristic bonding directions forming the diamond-like crystal

remain the same. However, the internal lattice parameter is changed to a higher value

due to the laser-induced bond softening. Enabled by the additional degree of freedom

the structure relaxes towards the new internal lattice parameter. For an electronic

temperature of Te = 17052 K the film shows qualitatively the same temporal response

(Fig. 7.3). Although, the overall induced breathing of the thin film looks similar the

period is increased by almost 100 fs for the higher induced electronic temperature. In

addition, the line width of layers in the center of the film become thicker between 500

and 1000 fs after the excitation, indicating an increasing disordering of atoms with

respect to the z-axis. However, the thin film is still expanding during this period,

which relaxes pressure from the thin film center. After 1000 fs, when the thin film is

maximal expanded the lines width decreases again, due to the relaxation expansion

of the film. At the end of the simulation, after the compression of the film, the line

width for layers in the center become so large that neighbouring lines are no longer

distinguishable. As a consequence, the atoms can no longer be dedicated to a partic-

ular layer, an indication for a melting-like disordering. At Te = 18315 K the induced

electronic temperature is above the nonthermal melting threshold obtained in solid

silicon. However, the out-of-plane atomic displacement shown in Fig. 7.4 corresponds

to a non-melting structure within 2 ps after the excitation. For later times again the

line width in the center of the film increases, indicating a melting process starting in

the center of the film, whereas layers near the surface remain crystalline. The time

of this increase is not arbitrary. It corresponds to the recurring pressure wave. The

first pass of the pressure wave through the film is indicated in Fig. 7.4 by a black solid

line. This rough approximation gives a sound velocity of ≈ 4632 m/s, which is near

the transversal sound velocity of ≈ 5300 m/s at TI = 298 K. [81] Since in silicon the
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Figure 7.5: Variance of the in-plane atomic displacement in the center of the thin film

(orange solid line) compared to bulk silicon (green solid line) at an induced electronic

temperature of 17684 K. The results for bulk silicon are obtained using a cell of 288 atoms

and periodic boundary conditions in all directions. The results are averaged over five

independent simulation runs. The lighter colored width of the curves is twice the standard

deviation.

nonthermal melting threshold is reduced for increasing pressure the recurring pressure

wave at around 2000 fs enforces the disorder of the film center. Regions closer to

the surface remain crystalline, due to a decreased internal pressure by the film expan-

sion. Nevertheless, the surface layers shows also signatures of a disordering process,

but the surface atoms were already reordered in the ground state causing a relative

high displacement from the beginning. Since the disordering is located only at the

surface layers further investigations are needed to distinguish nonthermal disordering

processes from less bounded atomic motions. The impact of a surface on the structural

response to femtosecond-laser pulses becomes visible in a comparison with solid silicon.

We computed the in-plane mean-square displacement of bulk silicon using a supercell

containing 288 atoms. This cell is created by repeating the unit cell 3×3×4 in the x, y,

and z-direction, respectively, and corresponds to the center of the thin film. Figure 7.5

shows the variance of the atomic displacement at an induced electronic temperature

of 17684 K in the center of the thin film (orange) compared to bulk silicon (green).

Obviously, the presence of a surface, and the associated freedom to expand, results in

a totally different structural response. Although, the nonthermal driven disordering

process is not prevented by the film expansion it is delayed by almost 1.5 ps. Although,

in both cases the crystalline structure disorders the corresponding melting velocity dif-

fers. In the solid configuration the variance increases from 0.5 Å2 to 1.5 Å2 within

800 fs, whereas the variance in the thin film center after almost 500 fs increased from

0.5 Å2 to 1.5 Å2. For even higher induced electronic temperatures the velocity of the

pressure wave is too slow to pretend nonthermal disordering in the center of the thin
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Figure 7.6: Time-dependent atomic plane response to a laser-induced electronic tempera-

ture of 18315 K, which is well above the melting threshold. The fast motion of the outer

layers stabilize the crystalline structure, whereas the middle of the film melts.

film. At an induced electronic temperature of Te = 18315 K (Fig. 7.6) the center of

the film disorders within 500 fs after the excitation and could not be stabilized by

the film expansion. We like to note, that a sufficient thick film would always melt in

the center for induced electronic temperatures above the nonthermal melting thresh-

old of bulk silicon. In such a case the sound velocity is too slow to reach the center

before the crystalline structure disorders. Nevertheless, our results indicate sub sur-

face melting induced by an intense femtosecond-laser pulse. The thin film structure is

characterized by a molten, disordered thin film center surrounded by crystalline silicon.



CHAPTER 8

Conclusions

In this thesis we analyzed the nonthermal structural response of solids after an intense

femtosecond-laser pulse excitation. Such atomic response contains additional physical

effects compared to effects caused by thermal heating. Reason for this are the highly

non-equilibrium conditions between extremely hot electrons and nearly unaffected ions

directly after the excitation, which allows new pathways for the ions that were inacces-

sible under thermal equilibrium conditions. Created is the extremely non-equilibrium

state by the high photon density in intense femtosecond-laser pulses, which directly in-

teract with electrons of the material. Therefore, the electrons end up in higher excited

states forming a nonthermal distribution. Due to fast electron-electron interactions the

electronic system gain within several femtoseconds a common temperature of several

ten thousand K. In contrast, the ionic system does not interact with the femtosecond-

laser pulse directly because of their much larger mass. As a consequence the excited

solid is brought to a state of hot electrons and room-temperature ions. Under this

extreme non-equilibrium conditions the interatomic bonding is dramatically changed

compared to the ground state. Using our Code for Highly excIted Valence Electron

Systems (CHIVES) we performed ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. Enabled

by the good computation performance of CHIVES we were able to use the largest ab

initio supercells reported so far in order to unravel the microscopic pathways during

ultrashort-laser induced phenomena.

The results presented in this thesis allowed

• to identify the underlying atomic mechanism.

• to relate it to experimentally accessible quantities.

• to analyze the process of nonthermal melting in reciprocal space.
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• to investigate a possible speed limit of laser-induced nonthermal disordering pro-

cesses in antimony and silicon.

• to propose an excitation scheme that enables to control the structural response

in silicon at an excitation level above the nonthermal melting threshold.

• in combination experimental obtained results by L. Waldecker and coworkers and

ab initio computations of the electron-phonon coupling strength by F. H. Valencia

to identify coherent and incoherent scattering in antimony.

• to study laser-induced ultrafast phenomena near a surface by ab initio methods

for the first time.

In more detail, we found that the nonthermal melting mechanism consists of three

different stages, independently on the laser-excitation strength above the nonthermal

melting threshold, namely, super diffusive, fractional diffusive, and diffusive atomic

motion. Directly after the femtosecond-laser excitation the atoms move super diffu-

sively due to the accelerations caused by the laser-induced changes in the interatomic

bonding. The atoms are mainly accelerated in directions of interstitial spaces that are

present between the ions in the diamond-like crystalline structure. After the atoms

have passed the open spaces of the silicon crystal they start to scatter with atoms that

were not nearest neighbours in the ground state. The increasing interatomic scattering

rate decelerates the atomic motion, inducing an atomic motion that has not been re-

ported in solids before, namely, fractionally diffusion. The stage of fractional diffusion

remains until the corresponding scattering rate of non-nearest neighbours is saturated.

The constantly high number of scattering events is characteristic for a liquid-like state

that behaves diffusively. Remarkably, this three stages also appear in the case when

atoms overcome the laser-softened potential energy barriers by their initial thermal

kinetic energy. Characteristic for each of those stages is an individual behavior of

the corresponding mean-square atomic displacement 〈u2〉(t). In the super diffusive

stage the mean-square atomic displacement increases at least quadratically with time

after the laser excitation. Due to to phonon-phonon interactions the mean-square

atomic displacement behavior becomes additionally accelerated. The deceleration of

the atomic motion caused by increasing scattering events in the fractional diffusive

stage correspond to a mean-square displacement behavior that can be approximated

by f(t) = A(t − t0)
α, where A, t0, and 0 < α < 1 are fitting parameters. In the

liquid-like diffusive phase the mean-square increases linearly with time. Although, the

atoms traverse several scattering events in random directions the averaged atomic dis-

placement increases, equally to the case of Brownian motion. The slope of the increase

mean-square atomic displacement correspond to Einstein’s diffusion constant.
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Experimentally, these features are accessible by measuring time-dependent struc-

ture factor intensities. Our large supercells allowed to compute the time-dependent

intensities and additionally the total structure function. For thermally induced melt-

ing the decay of the structure intensities is supposed to appear concertedly. However,

we found, that the intensity decay attributed to nonthermal driven disorder does not

take place on the same time scale, i.e., the decay is not concerted. In contrast, it

follows in the first steps a decay corresponding to time-dependent Debye-Waller the-

ory. But time-dependent Debye-Waller theory is an approximation for small isotropic

displacements, which will fail for larger displacements than 1 Å. In addition, we found

appearing oscillations in the structure function after approximately 100 fs after the

excitation. Our analysis of the time-dependent pair-correlation-function indicate that

those oscillations are caused by the fact, that the nearest neighbour distance remains

stable within several hundreds of femtoseconds after the excitation, whereas all higher

neighbour distances vanished long before. This is caused by the fact that nonthermal

melting is driven by long-wavelength transverse acoustic phonons with amplitudes per-

pendicular to the nearest neighbour distance. We note, that the oscillations are more

pronounced in the diffuse scattering data, which excludes the main diffraction peaks.

Our analysis in reciprocal space allowed us to identify the predominant phonon

directions that drive the ultrafast structural disorder. For that we projected the mean-

square atomic displacement onto q points separated phonon modes and investigated

their time evolution. Whereas at laser intensities slightly above the melting thresh-

old long-wavelength phonons near the Γ point dominantly drive nonthermal melting.

The already large amplitude phonon motions in the ground state are more likely to

overcome the laser-softened potential energy surface. For increasing laser intensity the

influence of phonons at the Brillouin zone boundary, e.g., of the high symmetry X

and L point becomes more important for the nonthermal melting process. At very

high laser fluences the contribution to the disordering process becomes almost equally

distributed among the phonons. Surprisingly, at laser intensities where first lattice

instabilities occur within the Brillouin zone, our results does not imply a predominant

laser-induced disordering in those directions for thermailzed atoms near room temper-

ature. In particular, a lattice instability is occurring in silicon firstly at the L point.

Although, the L point shows a repulsive potential energy surface we showed that it

quickly becomes attractive for larger displacements in the L direction. In contrast,

at the X point the potential energy surface is attractive for small displacements but

becomes repulsive for slightly larger displacements. Therefore, the analysis of ultrafast

atomic motions in the harmonic approximation is not sufficient enough to describe the

full atomistic pathways during nonthermal melting. Lattice instabilities can give only

an insight of the potential energy surface in the direct vicinity of the particular point.
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Our studies on a possible physical speed limit for nonthermal melting in silicon and

antimony strongly indicate a minimal time for the laser-induced disordering that is

non-zero. In silicon, the time evolution of the (111) peak intensity was computed for

different numbers of excited valence electrons between 10 and 45 %, with corresponding

induced electronic temperatures between 19200 and 90000 K. Whereas the decay of

the peak intensity from 95 to 5 % takes 420 fs at an induced electronic temperature of

19200 K. This time is reduced to 72 fs at Te = 90000 K. Nevertheless, the decay time

is dramatically reduced for higher excitation densities the first stages of the induced

disordering process remain almost the same, which indicates that the first stages of

nonthermal melting is independent on the laser fluence above the nonthermal melting

threshold. The reduction of the peak intensity from 100 % to 95 % differs only by 20

fs, if the time evolution at an induced electronic temperature of 90000 K is compared

to Te = 19200 K. In addition, the total decay time is only reduced by 4 fs if the

number of excited valence electrons is increased from 40 to 45%, which is a strong

indication for a fundamental speed limit in silicon The situation in crystalline antimony

is more complex. Antimony crystallizes in the rhombohedral A7 structure, which

can be constructed by a distortion of a simple cubic cell along the body diagonal.

The distortion induces a Peierl’s instability, which can be characterized by an internal

Peierl’s parameter z. In addition, the distortion allows Bragg diffractions to appear in

the structure function that are forbidden in the simple cubic cell. Therefore, we have

different behaving peak intensities, not like in silicon. However, peaks that favour the

simple cubic structure show mainly the same behavior than all peaks in silicon. In

contrast, oscillations much faster than the decay of the peak intensities occur in peaks

that appear due to the distortion. The peak intensity of such peaks decay within the

first 100 fs due to the oscillations. Nevertheless, if the decay time for the intensity

reduction from 95 % to permanently below 5 % is attributed to the melting process,

we gained comparable results for the two different types of peaks. Computing this

decay time the difference between the simple cubic favouring (200) peak an the (111)

peak that favours the distorted structure reduces to 74 fs at 16000 K. For nearly 45% of

excited valence electrons this difference reduces to 45 fs. Even for the highest induced

number of excited valence electrons the decay time does not become shorter than 90 fs

for the (200) peak. An increase from an excitation density of 40 % to 45 % decreases

the decay time by only 8 fs for the (111) peak and 5 fs for the (200) peak. This behavior

indicates a fundamental speed limit also present in antimony. We like to note, that all

obtained results on this topic used the same basis set, which is not optimized for such

high excitations. Therefore, our results have to be interpreted as qualitative behavior

instead of quantitatively. In addition, our computed melting times differ by one order

compared to experimental obtained results. In summary, further investigations are

needed to unravel the existence of a fundamental speed limit in silicon and antimony.
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In particular, the influence of incoherent electron-phonon coupling, not considered in

this approach, to the laser-induced nonthermal melting speed has to be analyzed

Based on our gained knowledge on the nonthermal melting mechanism we proposed

a control scheme that induces a transient stable structure on a potential energy surface

that is attributed to nonthermal melting. However, thermal melting is a stochastic

process in which the absorbed energy is distributed equally between the degrees of

freedom in the absence of any coherences. Therefore, it becomes impossible to control

the overall atomic motion during melting in thermodynamic equilibrium. In contrast,

coherences can occur or appear in the nonthermal melting case. Here, we used an

intermediate state that predominantly shows thermal phonon squeezing to induce co-

herences that enable us to redirect or manipulate atomic motions on a dramatically

changed potential energy surface. Since thermal phonon squeezing is the precursor to

nonthermal melting we get access by this intermediate state to phonon modes that

drive laser-induced disordering. Choosing the right time for a second pulse a sufficient

amount of kinetic energy can be extracted from those phonon modes, which stops or at

least decelerates the disordering atomic motion. Our reported time-delayed two pulse

excitation scheme already delayed the laser-induced disordering for almost 900 fs. The

decrease of the (111) peak intensity drops from almost 60 % after a single pulse to

about 6 % after our double pulse excitation to the same excitation level. However, our

results on an excitation scheme using three pulses, which shows an even better pre-

served crystalline structure, indicates that the optimization process is not finished. In

addition, we do not consider different pulse shapes, phases, and polarization within the

optimization process. Nevertheless, the obtained results show a considerable evidence

to control the structural response of materials by light.

Combining experimental results and ab initio computations we were able to iden-

tify coherent and incoherent electron-phonon scattering in moderate excited antimony.

Our provided ab initio molecular dynamics simulations using a supercell of 1440 atoms

at an induced electronic temperature of 2000 K well reproduce the experimentally ob-

tained results by L. Waldecker and co-workers using a time-resolved electron diffraction

experiment within the first picosecond after the excitation. In particular, the oscilla-

tions in the structure factor peak intensity attributed to the A1g phonon mode are in

good agreement with experimental results. Consequently, this obtained coherent oscil-

lations are caused by coherent electron-phonon scattering, since the incoherent part is

not considered in our ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. In order to describe

the incoherent part a Two-Temperature Model is used, in which the electronic specific

heat and the electron-phonon coupling strength is provided by ab initio methods. We

found, that a single coupling strength is insufficient to describe the complex incoher-

ent electron-phonon scattering in antimony. Therefore, a different coupling strength

for optical and acoustic phonons was introduced. With this approach we reproduced
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the experimentally obtained time-dependent mean-square atomic displacements. Al-

though, our results indicate a good agreement with obtained experimental results,

further investigations are needed to fully picture the incoherent scattering contribution

and to find a practical but accurate description that can be implemented in existing

codes, like CHIVES.

In the last chapter of this thesis we presented our results on laser-induced ultrafast

phenomena near a surface. The broken symmetry at the surface changes the bonding

properties for surface atoms, i.e., they become weakened in the presence of the surface.

Although, our results indicate that the already reconstructed surface area is not further

modified by a femtosecond-laser excitation above the nonthermal melting threshold

within the first 2 picoseconds after the excitation. On the contrary, the crystalline

structure of atomic layers near the surface is stabilized by the laser-induced breathing

mode of the film. The comparison of the in-plane mean-square displacement attributed

to the center of the film with the mean-square displacement of a comparable solid shows

that the freedom to expand, given by a surface, prevents the crystalline structure to

melt. In addition, we showed that nonthermal melting predominantly starts in the

center of the film, if the stabilizing expansion is too slow compared to the disordering

motions. This is reasonable, since silicon melts faster at higher pressures. Due to the

film expansion the pressure within the film is released causing a stabilization effect.

Furthermore, this causes nonthermal melting to start in the center of the thin film at

sufficient excitation strengths. The film expansion, limited by the sound velocity of the

material, is at such excitations too slow to release the high pressure in the film center.

Nevertheless, the structure near the surface remains crystalline.

Although, our obtained results are in good agreement with experimental results

under particular conditions further improvements to our approach are needed. In par-

ticular, the excitation process itself can have a big impact on the ensuing structural

response, especially, for pulse widths of typical excitations. However, a non-equilibrium

distribution can be in general implemented in CHIVES the equilibrating electronic pro-

cesses are not included up to now. Therefore, an extension to models that describe the

electronic system during and shortly after the excitation would be beneficial. Further-

more, the absence of an incoherent electron coupling in our approach is a lack in the

description of femtosecond-laser induced phenomena. In order to obtain more realistic

results and to make sure that nonthermal effects are not superimposed by thermal

effects it is mandatory to introduce a incoherent electron-phonon energy transfer in

the future. In addition, the validity of the used basis set for very large induced ex-

citation densities has to be analyzed in order to obtain quantitative and valid results

on the fundamental speed limit. Although, the used supercells containing more than

1000 atoms are the largest ab initio supercells so far, they are too small to simulate,

e.g., laser-induced nanostructuring at experimental dimensions. In addition, classical
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potentials have to be designed that contain all important quantum mechanical prop-

erties of a highly excited solid. Furthermore, optical properties of materials should be

implemented in future works in order to describe optical experiments and the influence

of chiral solids to, e.g., circular polarized light. In order to enable experimentally el-

ements, like Bi, to be simulated with CHIVES f-electrons and relativistic effects have

to be implemented.
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